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Weekly

New Series

"Kentucky's Most Progressive Weekly Newspaper"
Murray, Kentucky, Thursday Afternoon, March 7, 1935

CIRCULATION APRIL 1-2,664, SWORN
TO; DISTRIBUTION SHOWN

No.358

COMPLETE COVERAGE OF ALL CALLOWAY COUNTY NEWS EvERY WEEK

5.

LEGION POST GETS
QUOTA OF MEMBERS
With its "1935 membership quota
of 175 attained and passed, Murray Post No. 73 of the American
Utilitassieseotitimilne ita plant for
entertainment of the district conference here March 16-17 and
farther eatending. Its- membership
quota.
...Charlie W. Denham, chairman of
the membership committee said
that he confidently expected the
pest to pass the 200 mark as new
members are coming
in almost
every day. The present total is
177, seven members having been
added within the past week.
They are: C. 0. Grogran, Hazel
Route 1; Johnson
Scarborough,
Hazel Route_ 1; J. W. Hughes,
Murray Route 5; Brian Tolley,
Murray; Hal Hurt. Kirksey; Herman Smith, Murray Route 2. and
Bob Bray. Hazel.
An added feature of the district
conference will be the observation of the Legion's birthday Saturday, March 16. National Commander Frank N. Belgrano, Jr.,
will deliver a radio address over
a natioreel chain from 7:45 to 8
p. m. and the Murray Poet plans
to install a radio in the basement of the National Hotel where
the Saturday night meeting will
be held.
The regular monthly meeting of
the post will be held tonight at
seven o'clock in the circuit court
room. A large attendance' is expected.

23c
$1.38

$2.00 a year to
•

Volume CIII; No. 10

0

The City of Murray has betn
netting a nice revenue from the
drinking public, although no
taxes for the sale of the liquors, in the form of fines.
Durins„February the city collected 1124:65 from those beet:mt.= OSSr. 033011ed- with
spirits and February was one
of the heaviest drinking months
of the year Burman Parker,
night policeman states. _During
the past two months about 65
have been arrested for being
drunk and about 40 of this
group were arrested during the
month of February. The largest night's business netted nine
arrests.

REDDEN TO RETIRE,
2 ROUTES MERGED
Murray Carrier Has Given
Years Service; Change
Effective April 1.

c,....a...

of Commerce Has 30,000
Only Twenty-six More Days to MURRAY PTA HOST Chamber
Names to Present for Aurora Dam
TO
DISTRICT
MEET
Get Living Room Suite Tickets

City Nets Nice
Revenue From
Booze Drinkers

'

• Regular Monthly Meeting Tonite;
Body Plans for Birthday of
American Legion.

1

$1.An.

a year In Calloway,
``'" MarsibilL'Orsees, Hen-1 .13fAdl Staisaist
p=kiwy.
$1.50 the year ear
address
other than any
above.

k

36

There are only 26 more days to get
free tickets on the living room suite to
be given to some Calloway county subAperiber-toThe-Bedger
day afternoon, April 6. The.suite, a
genuine $97.50 value-and the fortunate subscriber may have his or her
choice of tapestry or mohair coveringis on display at E. S. Diuguid & Son's
furniture store on the north side of the
square. Mr. Diuguid said that scores
were viewing the suite every day. We
are glad to have subscribers and prospective subscribers go in and inspect the
suite closely to see what a wonderful
prize it is and how well -it is worth hgving.
At the office we are writing up
scores of renewals and new subscribers
practically every day. The Ledger &
Times now, has, b9 a considerable margin, the largest list of bona-fide subscribers in the newspaper history of Calloway county. Every route is growing.
For example, on the first of December,
there were 163 subscribers on Murray
Route.14. This issue, 176 papers go out

to subscribers on this big route-almost
4 boxes out of 5.
'Rain -and cold, hot and. dry-they
are coming."-And remember,_ if
• pay 1.2r you get riv'o.tia-ets. Tfie simple
rule is that for each dollar you pay you
get a ticket. _
Saturday afternoon, April 6, the
firot Saturday in the month, the stubs
will be thoroughly stirred and we will
ask someone in the crowd to pick out a
little boy or girt-who will be blind-folded
and asked to draw a number.
Be sure to get the duplicate number which was issued to you at the office when ydu paid your subscription.
.The Stub you have must be presented if
the number is called. However, it is
not necessary that you be present in person. If sickness or other unforse3n
cause preven you being present, you
may send your ticket by someone to represent you. We think this plan of giving
away the suite will avoid any possible
misunderstanding.
Don't forget, only 26 more days to
get the red tickets-and yours may be
worth exactly $97.50 to you.

Local Committees Plan- Entertainment for Visitors; Program
to Be Printed Next Week.

•••••••••••••••••••••••••
Miss Ruby Rose
To Get National
Citation for Heroism

Body Still Has Hopes of Getting
642,000,000 Project
Started.

Calls have been issued for the
Walter Winchell, the BroadSpring Conference of the First
way eoltuninst. will recommend
District Parent-Teachers Associato the -Safety Legion of Honor
Vans-Uri* held at Murray in the
that Miss Ruby Rose, who took
high school auditorium Wednescharge of rescue work in the
day, March 20, beginning at ten
o'clock. All local units in the recent Mason Hospital fire in
Murray, Ky.
, be awarded a citadistrict have been invited to attion from that organization, actend. This is the regular annual
cording to a letter from Winbusiness session and president and
by
chell, received yesterdty
secretary for the next two years
Tom Flake, P.-I. columnist.
are to be elected. A speaker from
Flake wired details of the
Murray State College will be a
feature of the program.
rescue work to the New York
columnist several days ago with
Both regular delegates and visithe recommendation that Miss
tors are urged to attend the meetRose and the other nurses reing.and get the benefit of this proceive some of Winchell's famous
gram.
However:
"orchards."
radio
The 'Murray local unit is makWinehell replied that he re- ing extensive plans for an unusualserves his "orchids" only for
ly fine meeting. Murray is one of
children who distinguish themthe newest units in the district,
selves by their bravery, but that
but is one of the most active and
he would recommend that Miss
is near the lead in membership
Rose receive the Safety Legion's
gain for this year.
citation.-Paris Post-IntelligenThe committees of the Murray
see
P. T. A. are preparing the program and plans for entertaining •••••••••••••••••••••••••41
the visitors. A complete program
will be released by next week.

Over 30,000 names are in the
Murray Chamber of Commerce office, ready to be presented before
United States authorities-at Washington in the interest of the proposed Aurora Dam. L. J. Hortin,
secretary, announced today. Congerssman Gregory has promised to
notify W. S. Swann, chairman of
the board of directors of the
Lower Tennessee Valley Association, as to the proper time to present .the petitions to federal officials.
Although riumerous obstacles M
the way of commencing work on
the Aurora Dam have presented
hernselves. Murray officials are
determined to continue their efforts in hopes of securing a specific allocation and order to start
the construction of the $42.000.000
-TVA" project. Various., court rulings have, to a certain extent,
hindered the 'TVA development,
but it is believed here that the
higher U. S. courts will uphold
President Roosevelt in his plans
for power development and rural
elecAntroitfhiceartiofn
actor that has caused
a delay in the Aurora Dam allocanon is the deadlock in the Senate
concerning
the
4-billion-dollar
budget bill. Indications are, howRites Held From Lone Oak With- ever, that-this deadlock will soon
be broken and that the public
Rev. .3. H. Thurman in Charge
works program may be continued.
of Services.
The 30.000 signatures have been
Funeral services for Mrs. Lena secured in West Kentucky. West
Billington. 25 years of age, were Tennessee, and Southern Illinois.
held Sunday afternoon at 2 o'clock A. few communities are still circupetitions, and it is
from the Lone Oak church, East lating the
side of the county. The Rev. J. believed that the total number will
H. Thurman was in charge of the reach 35 to 40 thousand signatures.
The petition undoubtedly con-aervices.
tents the largest number of names
Mrs. Billington died at the home
ever secured on ,a document in
near Newberg Saturday night following -the birth of a child several this part of the United States. Mr.
Swann,'*ho has been largely redays before. She is survived by
sponsible for the efforts is circuher husband Marvin Billington
lating the petition, believes that
and an infant son, Mason Graves.
Mrs. Billington is also survived Washington officials must certainly
by her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Jesse give dye credit and consideration
Hillman, two sisters Miss Annette to the wishes of 30,000 people,
especially when the request is in.
Hillman and Mrs. Edgar Witkerline with the announced policy of
son.. Murray, and a brother_ Iverthe "New Deal"
son Hillman, of the county.
Pallbearers weriu- S .Z. Duncan:
Hardin Morris,
Arvy Williams,
Rudy Barnett, Wyman Morris. and
Cameron Pool. •

Asberry Redden, 30 years a carrier out of the Murray postoffice,
completed his alloted span of. government duty on January 16 and
will be retired on March 31.
Mr. Redden has been carrier of
Murray Route '2 for several years.
On April 1 Route 3 will be merged
Roberts,
Wirth" Route 8. Jesse
Route 8 carrtf, -gets the combined
route assignment, to be designated as Route 3. and will move
CLEVER WINDOW DISPLAY
to Murray. W. E. Clark. who has Death Came Thursday Following
Albert Franklin. Wilson. known Plans for 1935 Season To Be DisWas
Illness;
3
Burial
Weeks
over
3.
Route
will
been on
take
2.
Perhaps the cleverest window
cussed at Court House
to his friends and relatives as
in Murray Cemetery. '
From December 15 to April 15,
display ever shown in Murray it
Next Friday Night.
Frank Wilson, celebrated his 84th
Route 3. after consolidation, will
one arranged by the Johnson &
birthday Tuesday at the home of
Funeral services for S. L Evans, his daughter, Mrs. Jesse Wallis,
have an auxiliary carrier.
Plans for the 1935 softball season Johnson Co.. makers of surgical
63 years of age, were held Friday with a birthday dinner at. which will be discussed at a meeting to dressings and supplies, in the winafternoon at 2 o'clock from the his
children, son-in-laws, and be held in the circuit court room dow of Holland-Hart Drug Co.
College Senior Takes
First Baptist Church of Murray. grandchildren Were present.
Friday night, March 15. All 1934 on the east side of the square.
Year's First Swims The Rev. J. E. Skinner was in Mr. Wilson retains his age re- team owners, Officials, players and The title of the picture, drawn
charge of the services and burial
Class Will Present Entertainment
markably well and is jovial and others 'interested are cordially in- by Fontaine Fox, famed cartoonJack Byrd, Dawson Springs.
was in the Murray cemetery.
for Public on Evening of
ist, is ".When the Big Wind Hit
very active for a man his years. vited to ..etrend 'this meeting.
State
Murray
in
senior
/
Ky.,
Mr. Evans had been seriously
March 14.
Seen through the
Last year softball was tried- in Toonerville".
He was raised on a farm just West
College. is the first again, for
Ill for sometime Prior to his death
of Murray and spent practically Murray for the first time and was plain plate glass the raging hurthe fourth consecutive year. to
and had been confined for the
The freshman class of Murray
richly successful. The league, with ricane is shown blowing everyall of his life there.
take' a swim In the Tennessesse
past three weeks. Death came
State College plans to offer the
thing and everybody in every diriver and in Rogers Lake.
Those attending the dinner were eight, clubs, had an interesting
Tharsday at the Keys-Houston
biggest
evening's entertainment
Without his usual pardher, Clinic and was attributed to pneu- his four daughters. Mrs. Elias season and almost paid for a fine recton. uprootng trees and ,tossever purchased for the price of 10
ing the landscape around generally.
Bud Hager, who has accompaRobertson, Mrs. Lilbourn Rule, Mrs. lighting system which was given
monia
•
cents.
tç htwray high school for the use
But viewed through the big
nied him for the laid three
Surviving are three daughters, Jesse Wallis and Mrs. Claud of the field.
The program will consist Of four
An added interest Ned Cross, trade symbol -of the
on
swims,
Byrd,
early
yews
on
Farmer.
Also
included,
were
LitMable
Pearl
Evans,
Miss
Miss
one-act plays, the first three comes a league of 4 county teams Johnson & Johnson concern, there
February 27,, dived into Rogers
Evans and Mrs. Lucille Fair. He bourn Hule, Elias Robertson, Jesse nd_ those In.. the
edies', enet-4.he fourth; elassie
county intereeted, is
remarkable transformation in
to
satisfied
not
Wallis
Jock,
and
Lake.
the
grandchildrenof
son
Onus
lames
Evans,
a
alio
of
"The -Unexpected"
in continuing the county league the picture. The storm is over and
went
to
lake,
smaU
Wilson
swim
including
in
Mr.
a
LaVerne
Henderson
.and a brother Charles
(Setting-Student's Room in
Wallis, Gingles Wallis and J. B. this coming summer are invited to the victims are being given first
,the Tennessee and established
Evans.
Wells Halll
aid treatment in the traditional
charapioriship„ of
undisputed
Wilson.
Mr. and Mrs. Polk Robert- attend this meeting.
the
The cast Mimi*:
Ses:erai alterations in the plan of "calm after the storm". The disMurray
swimming
for
son
also
early
attended.
•
Linda Sue NaGehee, Isabel Gilplay has attracted no small amount
- Mr. Wilson • moved.-to 'the farm selecting teams have been probert, Orlena Dobson, Dianna Ed- State College.
of attention.
Posed
and
these
will
be
discussed
"Was
question,
the
reply
to
just West of • Mm-ray where he
wards.- kene Yeri•en, occupants of
To
Tax Collector Clint Broach Told
the water cold,", Mr. Byrd modspent most of his life with his the 15th as well as all other afWell Hall.
To Get the Money; E. B.
RUDOLPH OPENS SHOP
fairs
of
league
interest.
No
defiit
not
try
"Why
replied,
estly
In Smoot. Burke Mantle. Bill
FRANKFORT, Ky., March 4-A grandfather in 1854. Today he nite arrangements will be comHolland Is Assessor,
and see, then you can appreciwears
a
pair
of
glasses
owned
by
Thompson, evening callers.
Roy
Rudolph
will
open
an
automeetinse of the Democratic State
Correspondents and local adverpleted but various proposals will
ate my experience."
his
grandfather
•
which
are
over
Music and clog clearing
be
mobile
repair
shop
the
first
of
the tisers who get copy in Monday.
Central Executive Committee was
The Murray city Council urged
be discussed so that those confeatured.
Week in his former location in the
called today for March 11 by At- 150 years old.
the collection of delinquent city
Chatterbox
cerned can weigh them for final
"Henry's Mall-Order Wife"
Dr.
Hart
Johnson,
J.
Building
barber at the decision at a subsequent
H.
on .South Third
torney General Bailey F. Wootton,
taxes at their meeting last FriRev. J. C. Barr
meeting.
(Setting-A Rancher's Rough
street.
Wilkinson Barbershop, gave Mr.
Mr. Rudolph will again
chairman.
day night and asked Clint Broach.
138 Taxi Co.
Cabin)
specialize
Wilson his first hair cut and shave
in
body repair
and
city tax collector, to enforce colRev. L. Z. Hurley
The committee will mee, at the
'
irst includes:
The ctpainting and will have associated
in a barber shop Tuesday mornlection,
S. Pleasant Grove
Capitol Hotel here at 2 'P. M. to
Abe Smithers. one of
those
with him H. A. Holland. from NorThe group passed a resolution
Peoples Savings Bank
Tobacco sales for the week were elect a national committeeman to ing. Mr. Wilson was a guest cuslonely Western- bachelors; Hawfolk. Va., who is expert in this
extending the nme for the governFaxon High
light with sales totaling 142.695 fill the vacancy caused by the tomer of the shop and a tonic was
thorne Wallis.
type of work.
ment - agencies to buy city bonds
Eagle
pounds for $10,832.73, an average of death of Senator Allie W. Young thrown in to spruce Mr. Wilson
Henry Gubbons, another of the
up for the birthday event.
and approve, the grant for the loan
Mr. Rudolph is one of the best
Rev. E. B. Motley
MT ('ARMEL, 411 March
F7.59. ' The seasons sales total several weeks ago. _
same kind, only more sq, Claud
for the purchasing and developing
Gunter's Flat
'
A man who registered at the Mt known Murray mechanics and has
1.557.100 pounds for $139,350.31s for
This
will
be
the,
first
meeting,
Wilson_
of. the Murray sewerage system
Stone News
an average of $8.95.
of the committee since the Gen- -FIRST PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH Carmel Hotel this morning as the been out of business since Dec. 15.
Jim Jones, a cow-puncher by vountil April 9.
Topsy
Rev.C. A. Coleman of Hardin, Ky.,
Mureral
were:
Assembly,
week
for
the
Sales
in
extraordinary
cation and a practical joker by
E. B. Holland was again named
Sunday Sahool in the Court was found dead in his room to- PREACHING AT RUSgELL'S
Lynn Grove High
of
session,
average
35.015,
an
floor.
passed
ray
the
compulsory
avocation. John Brinn.
city tax assessor a position he
Howie at 9:45 A. M.
CHAPEL CHURCH, MARCH 9-11
Capitol
Theatre
night,
presumably
of
a
heart
average
atrun-off
06.433,
GrOwers.
an
primary
$7.73;
law.
The
comBecky Siiiipson. a lonely maiden
previously held.- Mr. Holland is
--Almo High
Outland Co., 31,247. mittee may rescind its action of -The -next preaching appointment tan. 'He was -about ea -years
lady, who ranches "across the of $7.35; A G.
beginning his duties at once. Other
The Rev. T. E. Rtheridge of
Mud-Splitter
old.
will
be
on
the
several
third
weeks
$8.36.
average
of
an
ago
in
voting to
Sunday in
way", Ruth Ward.
regular business of allowing claims
Parjs, Tenn., will preach at Bus/nooks Chapel
Sales Wednesday totaled 28.- have a convention for the nomina- March -Wirth 17) at 11 A. M.
Mrs. Tucker, .the MAIL-ORDER
was attended to.
sell's
Chapel
Saturday
night,
Blue Bird
MOVE OFFICES
Dr. J. C. Barr. the minister will
823 pounds for $1,365.73, an average tion of Democratic candidates for
WIFE. Kitty Lax.
March 9. and Sunday, March 10,at
conduct the services at that time
The Minister. Sanders Clayton. of 104.72; Growers floor sold 22,- state offices.
Dr. W. H. Graves and Dr. 0. 11 o'clock. Special service for the REV. THOS. PATE TO PREACH
The committee, political observA very cordial invitation is ex611 pounds for an average of $4.50
"Comic Opera"
AT NEW CONCORD CHURCH
C. Wells have made slight changes young people and children. Hope
(Setting-Lobby on the Fifth Floor and the Murray floor 6.212 pounds ers here believe, will elect Gov. tended to any who will, to attend.
to have a great time.
Gov. Ruby Laffoon as national
There will be special music by in their offices, however they have
for an average of $5.61.
of an Apartment House)
The Rev. Thos. Pate will preach
not moved from the building in
commiteeman.
Senator
Young, Prof. L. R. Putnam's quartet.
The cast:
Two hundred seventy-five Chris- for the New Concord' Church of
Funeral services for
Thomas
which they have been located for
who was elected last year, would
J. C. Barr, Minister
Mr. Tyler. resident of fifth floor.
Bell. nine months old', infant of Mr.
several years. the Purdom Build- tian county farmers attended a Christ Sunday at 2:30'P. M
have
served
through
the
1936
(tenor).
Anderson
Sam
county tobacco show at which
All the people of that vicinity and Mrs. Thomas Bell, were held
Presidential election. It Pays to Head the Classifieds ing, Dr. Graves has moved into
Mrs. Tyler, his wife, Pat Moore
are invited to this service.
Sunday morning from the South
the more spacious rooms formerly $500 cash prizes were given.
(tenor).
Pleasant Grove church. Burial was
held by Dr. 0. B. Irvan adjoinThe Janitor, Robert Gooch (bariFuneral services for W. J. Dyer,
in the church cemetery. The ining his former location. Dr. 0. C.
tone).
54 years of age, were held Wedfant died last Thursday at the
Wellii optometrist, has moved up
Chorus, all the other residents of nesday
afternoon at 2 o'clock.
home of the parents in Detroit
dearer the front of the building in
fifth floor. William Travis. Leonard Mr Dyer was buried in the Parkeir
following an illness of pneumonia.
rooms just to the rear of the ofBurkeen, Leon Burkeen, Malcolm cemetery. Mr. Dyer died at his
Mr. and Mrs. Bell are former resifices formerly occupied by Dr.
First of Playgoers League At- ed
Presson. William Kemp. Robert home Tuesday night following an
the opinion that a good crowd
dents of the county having mad'e
0. B. Irvan. The offices have been
tractions; Marionettes
will greet "Her Master's Voice."
Sanderson. Charles Baugh, Vernon illness of pneumonia. He is surtheir home in Detroit for about
refinished and „renewed.
This Afternoon.
The Woodmen of the World discussed in a manner that will
Along with "Her Master's Voice"
Trevathan, Hugh Phillips,- Bob vived by ten children.
five years. Mrs. Bell war formerCamp of Murray are planning a interest and benefit every Woodthere will be a special matinee atGrenzow, Lloyd Wells
ly Miss Clorene Armstrong. Besides
A great deal of Interest is being
very special initiation
Extracts From Shakespeare
traction
program man.
by the Sue
CHURCH OF CHRIST
Hastings
the parents, the infant is survived
evidenced among lovers of legiti- Marionettes.
for the night of .March 19 in the
Prolocutor. Chas. Baugh.
This is one of the
At the close of the meeting, the by a sister Sue and gratxiparents.
mate theatrical entertainment in most
new hall over Graham & Jackson's person attending the
Act 1: Scene III-"As You Like
notable marionette compaThere is an incerasing attendlodge who
Setting-Court surrounding ance at all of our services. Elder "Her lallIster's Voice", which will nies in the country. Last summer,
It".
EAST ST. LOUIS, III., March 6 store. The room is spacious and draws the lucky number will be REylVAL AT NEW HOPE
be presented in the Murray State it was
one of the most popular at- -U. S. D. A.)-Hogs. receipts, will accommodate the camp which presented with a beautiful W. 0.
the Palace.
Bennie Brown urged to maintain
TO BEGIN MARCH 24
College auditorium tonight.
tractions' at the Enchanted_lalends 6.000; market 5 to 10 cents highers is now the largest camp of Wood- W. watch chain emblem.
present number in Sunday
- Characters:
Our
This brilliant 'modern comedy at the World's Fair in Chicago. pip and light lights strong to 15c men in the State of Kentucky.
Duke Frederick. Harold Stanley. morning Bible classes and invite
A series of revival services will
Lodge opens at 7:00 o'clock. All
Celia, daughter to Duke Fred- out friends to come to that part from the pen of Clare Kummer The marionettes will make their higher; bulk 190 lbs.. up $9.804
Special features of interest will officers and members are urged be held at New Hope Church on
most
was
one
popular
of
the
shows
Carey
Winslow.
appearance in Murray Thursday 975. top $9.75; 170 to 180 lbs. $9.30 center around the activities °Lille
erick.
of the services.
the
Murray circuit,
to be present on time.
beginning
Rosalind. daughter of Banished
Minister Thomas Pate will ad- of the past season. So successful afternoon, before the major at- ,11.50; 150 to 160 lbs. $8.85ti9.25: crack drill.,team from Benton, in
Sunday. March 24. at 11 A. M.
it
that
it
was
was
decided
to
take
traction Thursday night.
Duke, Rebecca Crutchfield.
130 to 140 lbs.. $8.100 8.75; 100 to charge of Capt. John Rayburn and
dress the congregation at 11 A.
The Rev. H. L. Lax will ,do the
Special Dance.
All
M. and 7:01) P. M. You are cor- it On tour, and while on this tour
members of. the
Murray 120 lbs.. $6 504s7.75: sows $8.50er a very elaborate initiation of a
preaching. You are cordially inAct ,II; Scene II-"Romeo and dially invited to rail of our ser- it will make its appearance on the chapter of the Playgoers League 866.
large number
of candidates is
vited to attend.
Coilege
Murray
stage.
will be entitled to 'attend both
Juliet" (The Balcony Scene) Set- vices.
Cattle receipts, 2,200, calves. re- being planned.
Preaching next Sunday at MarSurrounding the
Playgoers League, which is spon- programs. The
Thos. Pate, Minister
_ • ting-sOrthard
general
Hon. Evan C. Evans, of Bowpublic ceipts, 1,200; steers, mixed yearlSheriff Carl Kingins and depu- tin's Chapel, 11 A. M. and at New
Capulet House.
soring the presentation at Murray, will be permitted to attend fither ings and heifers steady to strong, ling Green, state manager of
'‘
Hope at 2:30 P. M. by the pallor.'
Characters:
MEDICAL SOCIETY MEETS
is planning to bring in a ',umber matinee or night of this first at- other classes moderately active and Woodmen in Kentucky will be the ties took their second still within
Church schools at all churches
Romeo. Norman Beale.
of attractions of this type. The traction of the Playgoers League gnarly:, steers $8.855r 11.50, mixed principal guest of the camp and less than two weeks Monday after- on the charge at the
usual hour.
Juliet, Martha Ward.
The Calloway County Medical movement is in harmony with the season by paying a single admis- yeaiSlingg and heifers 47.0009.25: many prominent Woodmen corn noon when they took a still near Attendance „at all services have
Society will meet Thursday even- campaign which has been waged sion fee. After the first_attraction. beef cows $4.25fr6.25; cutters and other towns are expected to visit
Newberg belonging to Clifton Gar- been line..through the winter, but
ATTENDS DENTAL MEET
ing at the Peoples Savings Bank in the past year for cleaner mov- only members will be able to at- low cutters $2.1.55t3.75; top sau- on this occasion.
land. The still was in operation now ttiat spring is here we hope
pictures, better
sage bulls $5.76; top vealers $9.50;
legitimate tend the attractions shown.
All members of the society are ing
In addition to the initiation proothers who are, not attendang
The second production by the nominal range slaughter steers gram
Dr. H. M. McElrath left Tuesday urged to be present. A regular theatrical fare, more cultural enmany of the aspects of and about 500 gallons of mash church will come with us.
tertainment. better use of leisure Playgoers League in Murray will 45.50413.50, slaughter heifers $500 Woodcraft as the strongest fra- were deseroyed and 9 gallons of
and will return Friday from Louis- business session will be held.s
The people of Goshen church -time, more constrtibtive plays for be during the first _week ha May 4,10.50.
ville. where he attended a meeting
ternal association in the world, the whiskey taken. The still was lo- are in the act of putting a new
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Mr. and' essit. Mee' &-isistcs 'tire
confined to their room with illness. John Bridges is unimproved.
His condition is serious.
,
Dr- and Mrs. Earl Adams have
been confined with "flu."
I suggest that the Murray city
council leave that "Movie" disIasi. to a - vote, by flourish of the
Then the squirrel
wilt
vw
Mr 'Morgan hes. built a grocery
45iise house in the famous, gravel
Pis, one mile this side of Coldwater. Lula Bell sings "Howdy
do, everybody, howdy do".
Tell Horace „Churchill that the
red bird and mocking bird began
"song services" March 3end also
the crayfish are screaming in
Shallow water. The parrot said
ssess-ss.s.,!Poer.. Robinson -Cruets how came
you here oil' this lonely island?"
One of the "cors" gave an account of a death. The next item
was a quotation in Psalms "The
wicked shall be turned into hell."
Then. as it were_ I fainted dead
as a mackerel..
Big crowd at Goshen Sunday,
but 4--ha4 to get up and leave The
house on account of "a fit of
coughing" or else engage the attention of all present.
Bro. Pogue will preach at Union
Grove next Sunday at 10:45 A.
M. and Bro. Davis at Coldwater
M. E church at same hour
Coldwater
Church
of Christ
would•be glad for minister brethren to preach Sunday afternoon
at 2:30 except 3rd 'Sunday which
Is. L H Pogue's day. Send postal
card ter Joe Cochran so that the
date may be announced, Route 1,
Murray, Ky.
Jim Story. George and Herman
Cathey and &Mines- are attending church Sundays at Murray
Memorial Baptist church. Carroll
Hubbard is the minister.
That "run-off" primary election
is all 0. K.
Ought to have
been made a law when I was a
baby.
There are a lot of vicious, biting
dogs around here. A big bull dog
tried to tear a feller, britches off
of him. We need a' $5.00 itax on
all dogs. This kind -of.' compulsory law should have been 'enacted when I was a little baby.
—"Elgle"

*

Read the Classified Column.
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the flu, is reported better and able
to be up now.
A large -crowd attended church
at the Churrh of Christ Suuslity,
afternoon.
R. C. Stewart veis dinner guest
of Mrs. Belle Geurin Sunday.
. Mud Splitter is asking the, new
reporter of Pine Bluff news to ua
"Pleagant Valley heading rather
than Pine Bluff because the old
reporter has used Pine Bluff all
the time and is able to defend all
criticism of Pine Bluff.
—"Mud-Splitter"

Stone News

Stella Gossip

Meier• 0.01111Kr WV/
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Mr. and Airs Earrett Grogan
spent Sunday with Mr. and Mra.
Bruce Grogan.
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Hendon spent
Sunday and Sunday night with
their son, Rudy Hendon. ;And Mrs.
Hendon near Providence.
Mr. and Mrs. L. B. Wilkerson of
Cherry were dinner guests of Mr.
and Mrs. S.. A. Harris Sunday.
Tip Culpepper returned to Detroit Thursday after spending a
few days with his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Joe Ben Culpepper.
Mr. Bernice Grogan was honored
with a birthday dinner at his home
Sunday': Those present were: Mrs.
Irvan Guthrie returned home
Nevin Wall, Mr. and Mrs. Lonnie
last ,week after several days visit
Hargis and Billy, Mr. and Mrs.
with his daughter, Mrs. Rouch and
George
Grogan, Mr. and Mrs.
family of Akron, Ohio.
Frank Hargis and Bobby, Mr. and
J. W. Clark, who for several days
Mrs. Tom Linville, Mr. and Mrs.
Kenneth _ Grogan._
- Everett last week lingered between life
Moore, Maude Hendrick, Myrtle and dent .-With pneumonia at the
and Polly Thurman, Marie Wall. Vanderbilt hospital, Nashville, was
Robbie Frank White, Clarice and reported better last of the. week.
Mr. Jeff Cooper and Lucian GupPauline Motsre - and Mary Hargis.
Miss Lucile Harris spent last ton who have been All with severe
week with her sister, Mrs. Jack colds, 'are' better. Also, Mrs. Jim
Cischran and Mr,. Cochran, near Wrather is able to be up. On account ols
She was not able
Goshen.
•
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Miller, Mr. 'to visit her brother, J. W. Clark
anti - Mrs. Berry Winchester and at the hospital. •
Leon were dinner guests of Mr.
Some have commenced gardenand Mrs. Newel Johnson Sunday. ing. The farmers have burned
Mr. and Mrs; George Grogan most of their plant beds.
and Mr. Bernice Groton attegided
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Baker and
church service. at Murray Sun- daughter visited their uncle, John
day night..
Baker, and family, Sunday.
lienry Hargis was a dinner guest
Mr. and Mrs. Hansy Nance of
in the home of Mr. and Mrs. Pres- Paris and their daughters were
Stubblefield, near
Cherry Sunday guests of Mrs. Nance's
ton
Sunday.
sister, .11.rs. Leslie Ellis, and family. Friends are glad to learn
Mrs. Nance's health is much improved. Bro. W. A. Baker's text Sunday
at this church was CoL 1:10. He
mentioned the evil of the slot
J. L. 'Jones was brought back machine and that it was some
from New Orleans, La., Sunday in times run by a church deacon .sar
a, serious condition, not expecting Sunday School superintendent. It
to live but a short time. lie is a is detrimental .
to Christ's cause as
nephew of the McCage boys.
is selling quilts or cakes by lotBarber Edwards will begin a tery, whether it be for a school
singing- schoOlsat Pine Bluff Bap- or some other good cause. There
tist
church Wednesday
night, needs to be a general awakening
March 6. A Special invitation is against that which in the sight of
given_to every one to help in this God is no good, but which landedgood work. Mr. Edwards is a a young man to the penitentiary.
leading choir director of Calloway
Miss Marshy
Nance , of Paris,
county.
Charles James and Jesse Brandon.
Mr. and Mrs. S. D. Stewart, Earl Draughan's Business College of
Knight. Thelma and Lena Geurin Paducah, who were Saturday and
attended .the singing at Tharpe. Sunday visitors of home -folks, atTenn., Sunday and reported a,good tended the services here Sunday.
time.
, Catty Nesbitt, returned from DeMrs. John P. Kelley and daugh- troit last week.
ter. Mrs. E. L. Barnett, Mrs. Grady
Mitchel and Prince Albert Hart,
Smith: -spent Sunday afternoon --who so-me Weeks-ago went to Dewith Mrs. Orval Thurman,
troit to seek work, weie aniong
Mn. Eliza Salyers were dinner the thousands of men going who
guests of Mrs. Lloyd Huey Sun- failed to get employment and say
day
now it is geed to be back with
Roy ,Jpnes, who .has been in home ,folks. It seems from their
bed for the past tour woe* with experience that some 'who ware
to employ men at times get impatient with so many hundred inexperienced men applying for jobs.

S. Pleasant Grove

West Pine Bluff
News.,
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*THE ROLLATOR
Smooth, ears rolling
power instead of the
&serried back-andforth action of the
ordinary refrigerator
mechanism. Remitjar better cooling
peacefor the carrell,
wed. Only Norge has "
the Rollator.
20-0-56

01. SE

The r4ost important part of any
refrigerator is its cold-making
mechanism. Norge—and only
Norge—has the simple, extrapowered, almost everlasting Rollator cold-making mechanism*
the ctte which actually improves
with use. Shop all you like, but

don't buy till you've seen
the Norge.
A Norge Can Be Bought for As Little As
10 PER -CENT DOWN
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Independence News

COMMISSIONER'S
SALE
Calloway Circuit Court)
J. H. Churchill,
Plaintiff
Vs. Judgment
G. R Houston, Etc.,
Defendent
By virtue of a judgment and
order of sale of the Casnoway Circuit Court, rendered' at the Novembereterm therenfs 1934, in the
above cause fese" the purpose of
payment of debt and interest and
costs hereni expended. I shall
proceed to offer for sale at the
court house door in Murray, Kentucky,' to the highest bidder at
public auction. on Monday, the
,25th day of March. 1935, at 1
o'clock or thereabout (same being
,
day*- upon a -credit
eounty -court
of six months, the following described property, being and lying
in _ Calloway County, Kentucky.
towit:
The West Half of the East Half
of the Northwest Quarter of Section 4, Township 1. Range 5 East
except twenty i20) acres off of the
North and thereof :also fifteen
(15) acres in the Northwest corner -of the Northwest Quarter of
Section 3. Township 1, Range 5
East; except two (2) acres to come
out of the Southeast corner of the
above described tract which two
(2) aeffee- have been deeded to
Emma Evans.
---For the purchase price the purchaser must execute bond with
approved securities, bearing legal
interest from. the day of sale until paid, and having the force and
Bidders
effect of a' -judgment.
be
prepared
to
comply
will
promptly
with
these
terms.—
George S. Hart, Master Commissioner.

Another beautiful MurfaaY_nierning. It makes us feel like spring
is almost here.
We ere glad _to hear
-thai littr.
John Clark, wife) has been critically ill with/Pneumonia, is slowly
improving,/
Tfiose of this neighborhood - who
have . had quiltings recently` are,
Itire," Edgar Wells, Mrs. Joe Brandon, Mrs. Roscoe Hayes and Miss
,Cordie Myers.
•
Carnet' Wells, Sera Parks and
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Wilkerson attended the singing. at Paris Sunday.
Mrs. Joe Brandon, who had an
operation on her foot about 10
days ago. -is slowly' improving.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Moffit of
Sedalia were guests Sunday of
their son, Jim Adams, and family,
and also to see their great granddaughter, the young baby of Mr.
and Mrs. Kenneth White.
Miss Mildred Baker ' has the
chicken pox.
Mr. and Mrs. Short of near Dexter and Miss Nellie Short of Murray were guests Sunday of their'
'sister; him Amos Wells and Mr.'Werra.
As newessisesseeesse it makes my'
letter short. I would appreciate
any news_ that you would send to
me.
"Rose Bud"

Faxon High News
The school' seems to be showing
a new spirit. It is progressing
very 9spidly in its work. Miss
Jones is working with those taking part in the scholastic tournament, which will be held March
16. Those taking part in the boys'
quartet are: Oveta Bogard„ Alvis
and Joe Clark, and Keys Wells.
The girls and boys glee club are
working hard for the tciu-rnament.
The agriculture class went on
a field trip to the farm of Mr.
Penn Roberts. to witness a _terracing demonstration.
-T-he high school teachers attended a_ very delightful banquet
at Coneord Thursday evening,
February 28. The occasion was
greatly enjoyed.
There was a debate here Monday, March 4, with the Hazel affirmative' team. Wednesday March
4..S.L31111-cittniees dm-sting -teana op.
posed Faxon. Thursday, March 7,
Faxon goes- fo Hazel to oppose the
Hazel debating team.
The Leaders League Society is
practicing on a play entitled
"Mama's - Lil Wild Rose", which
will be given in the close future,
The elementary grades will be
out March 15, as the junior high
school
will be extended ,two
months,.
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RADIO
RILEY
East Side
Phone 107
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Miss Lucile Walston had nine
scholars that never missed a day
of her school. They are: Cantrell
Jones, Gus Walston, Hughs Culver, Marjorie Jones, M,arie Jones,
Dorothy Jones, Linda •Bedwell,
I,ottie Bedwell, Mary Nell Haley.
She gave the boys and Marjorie
Jones fountain pens and the other
girls a new dress.
Mrs Mildred Jones has quilted
a bird quilt. Mrs. 13edwell has
completed two quilts, a wedding
ring and a monkey wrench. Mrs.

Get your

plow

shoes

in

shape for spring work now.

Thousands of Women
By Cardui
a Benefited
many women obtalin

%Cho benefits
from Cardul give them great confidence in it... "I have four children," writes Mrs. J. L. Norred, of
Lagrange, Ga. "Before the birth
of my children, I was 'weak, nervous and tired. I had a lot of
trouble with my back. I took Cardui each time and found it so helpful. Cardul did more to allay the
nausea at these times than anythIns I has* ever used I am in veil'
good health and believe Cardul did a lot
. Thousands of women testify
of It
Cardul benefited theft if it doss sot
lament TOLL Doman•physician.

in Almo.
Adelbert Reeyes reternel to Detroit after a two week's visit with
his family.
Mr. and Mrs. Hue Edwards
spent Saturday night in Almo with
Mr. and Mrs. Jeff Edwards.
Howel and Paul ,Mathis are
spending a few days with their sister in Benton.
Bro. Charlie Wilson will take
his place as pastor of the Baptist
church here and will deliver a
sermon Sunday morning at 11
o'clock. Everyone La welcome to
come.
Mrs. Lemon Puckett spent Monday in Paducah.
Mrs. Adelbert Reeves and children spent Sunday in Almo swith
Mr. and Mrs. Lundy Tubb/
Mr. and Mrs. Merle Andrus and
son Billie spent Sunday with Mr.
and Mrs. Jesse Hale,east of Almo.

- —
Fifteen Oldham county farmers
had soil tested to see whether
JA+3106,15**40'i64iad....b4ure AnA1.4is
seeded.

Not tverybody in
Calloway couni4, subscribes to the- Ledger
& Times,but nearly
everybody reads it!
/ICE
oa Stock Breeders

X

My jack, Starlite, will make
season on old Murray-Hazel road
four miles south of Murray. For
information inquire at Concrete
Service Station on Murray-Hazel
highway.

J. C. GOOCH

Mrs. Ocus -Puckett is still on the
sick list but it improving some.
There were several people here
that attended the funeral services
of Uncle Dick Smith, Monday, Overtaxed by
whieh were held at his home near speaking,singenoks Chapel.
ing, smoking
Miss
Mattie Jo
NorWood of
Hardin was Saturday night guest
of Horace Clyde Smith.
Lloyd Pritchett has several children on the sick list.
PURINA STARTENA
Mr. and Mrs. Will Reeves spent
AMERICA'S CHOICE
Sunday with Mr. and. Mrs. Lee
Reeves near Almo.
of CHICK
Mr. and Mrs. Hayden Walston
FEEDS!
spent Friday night in Benton with
Mr. and Mrs. Cody Cotheran.

HUSKY THROATS.
NO.
c000k°'

Read the Chissifted eislumn.

J. W. CLOPTON & CO.
Depot St.
Murray, Ky.
_ _

Dexter News
Mrs. Joe Pritchett was called
to ttse bedside of her sister in
Paducah who is seriously ill.
Bennie Brown spent Monday in'
Paducah.
Mr. and Mrs. Ewing Barnett of
Paducah spent Friday with Mr.
and Mrs. Minus Barnett.
.Herman Jones of Wildersville.
Tenn., spent Saturelay with Mr.
and Mrs. Burnett Jones.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Walston
and. family spent_ Saturday night
Vvith Mr. and Mrs. Clifton Riley

Weak Mrs.
Women,
Loraine Smith of

1365 S. 7th St., Louisville,
Ky.,.said:. "4 -was in
rundown condition sonu
years ago— was terribly
nervous and weak and had
frequent headaches. I was
not able to attend school.
died Dr. Pierre's Favorite
Prescription and I regained
.fly normal *eight and felt
fine in every way." New size, tablets 50
Chi., liquid SLOo. All draw:lac
Write Dr. Pierces Clinic, Buflalo, N. Y.,
lot free medical advice.

SPRING PLOWING DAYS
will be here the minute the ground is dry. It means hard
wear for-harness and every farmer should check up now on
harness repairs needed and be ready to .start. Worn and
patched harness are hard on the team and may delay work
and cause time loss.
Murray made harness have become known For their quality workmanship and leather used. TWO YEAR GUARANTEE. See us now for year spring and summer harness
needs.

R. E. BRAUSA
ACROSS FROM LEDGER & TIMES

4.

Deposits Double

We can do much with ,your

Resources Increase Over Half
Million In 14 Months!

old' shoes.
BRING THEM IN
We are-grateful for the increasecrpalkonaee of this bank which
continues to grow - at a rapid rate.

Dutch's Shoe Shop
ALL WORK GUARANTEED
Opposite Ledger & Times Office

_

NOTICE
The 6 per cent PENALTY is being
all who have not paid their taxes.

We are'pleased,to be _able to report the following figures which
indicate the confidence being shown in- this institution.' While deposits
up to $5,000 are insured we take the same care and precautions in
handling your money as if it were not insured at all.

1934

DelinquentTax
Payers!
from
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PLOWING TIME:—

Brook's ChaPel
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Almo F. F. A.
Notes
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Several students and teachers
went to the Capitol Theatre Wednesday' night, February 27, to see
MCC. ....lanbrerfielet Every one
seemed to have enjoyed the picture.
The Faxon basketball team went
to Murray Friday afternoon to defeat the Murray Training School
in their first round of play in the
Seventh District play by a score
of 22-46. It was a hard fought
game. The boys were defeated
Saturday by the Ritksey team by
a adore of 44-7. There was a large
crowd from F axon to attend the
tournament.
We are very sorry to hear of the
death of Mrs. Lela Billihgton, a
graduate of Faxon in the year of
1925.
We extend our greatest
sympathy to his grieved husband
and many relatives.

judgment." St. Jon 7:31.
Dick Smith died March 3 with
pneumonia.
Mrs. Ross of Murray, agent for
the K. E. R. A.. was in this vicinity
February 27.
By Cecil Taylor
Mr. Dennia.Jackson and daughter, Miss Magdalene have moved,
The Mato -Chapter oL Future
tcrThe Stroud- place iiear Temple
Farmers met Friday, February 22.
The death angel visited the home
Hill.
The meeting was called by Fieldon of Mr. and Mrs. 'Edison Harris
Seems like spring as the March
Scott, our president, to decide up- and claimed for its own an infant
lillies are in bloom.
on a few questions about when the son, Lee Earl, March 2. Burial was
People are beginning to prepare
chapter should meet and about a in the Brooks ,Chapel cemetery.
their wardens and potatoe patches.
party that is being palnned for
Mrs. Hattie Chapman, who has
One of Edison Harris' twins died
the near future. It was found been on the sick list, is improving.
March 2. Burial vies in the Gordon
most convenient to meet_ every
Joe Nanney is on the sick
graveyard at the Brook's Chapel
second and fourth Friday. The this week.
church.
date for the party was set for
There is lots of sickness in-This
The peddlers are coming around
March 16. Each boy repst bring community.
part of the time. All are glad to
a girl and a grand old time is
W. D. Jackson
and -daughter
see them.
expected to be had.
have moved in the houle with his
Burnett Lee and son. Boyd, carThe chapter has not set the date son-in-law, Tommie fJanney, near
ried a load of tobacco to Murray February 20 and left it,:un- for the initiation of our new mem- Almo
bers who have- joined since ChristMr. and Mrs. Oman Jackscn and
sold.
•
"Thou 0 God didst send a plen- mas it will be decided ,on at the little daughter, Peggy June were
next meeting.
,
Tuesday evening :guests of Mr. and
tiful rain." Psalms 68:9.
Mr. Jones is now 'directing the Mrs. Tommie Nanney, ,near Almo.
Hardin Byars was in Murray
writing of essays on "Rural ReThe women in this community
shopping February 20.
Mrs. ,Beclwell has some little habilitation." The two best 'es- are -busy 'piecing quilts and quiltchicken)hatched off. Several have says will be picked from each ing.
high school and entered in the'
Several attended the candy makhens setting.
T. A. Jones and brother, J. W. county contest. The winners will ing at B. Bazzel's Saturday night.
Jack Kelley visited Mr. and Mrs.
Jones, were in Murray February 21 receive a prize and a trip. Mr.
in interest o fthe corn-hog con- Janes is expecting some good es- Lee Bell Friday eight.
says from his classes on -this timely
Mrs. -Wilburn Kelley and son
tracts.
Joe, are visiting relatives near
"They hated me without a subject.
Murray this week.—Blue Bird.
cause." St. John 15:25.

I

5c

3°41 19`

- - Bell Jones quilted a wedding ring
Mr and Mrs. Euclid Jones and
quilt recently.
three children of Paducah and
Dave Collie of Benton Route 5, the former:Ls sister, Mrs. Pearl
Maple Spring, was here-<....4 Sense and clatIthhtr- Miss bfulTM
visit her aged and mily sister. Ramsey of Benton, Route 5, near
Mrs. Nannie Stringer, February 18. Maple Spring, were here and celeHe brought her a fine lot of dried brated their father's, J. W. Jones,
60th birthday -.with a line dinner
peas and sweet potatoes.
A fine girl arrived at the home February 27.
More plant beds are being burnt
of Toy Jones February 20.
and sown here than has been for
"If God De for us, woo can be
sersie years.
against us." Rom. 8:31.
Miss Chestanner McClain went
Sunday School here every Sunday at 2:00 P. M. Icy Culver, .tcr Benton on business February
28.
spperintendent.
All read Romans 8:38, 39.
"Judge not according to the ap—01casalory
pearance, but judge righteous

collected

ADDITIONAL COSTS
will be added within the next few days if
payment is not made within this time.
WE WILL BE FORCED TO BEGIN
RIDING AND LEVYING and this will
mean STILL ADDITIONAL COSTS
above the 6 per cent.
WE URGE YOU TO SAVE BOTH
OF US TIME AND TROUBLE, AND
MONEY and pay your delinquent,taxes
at once.

Resources January 1,
Resckurees January I, 1935
Resources February 5, 1935
Resources March 6, 1935
INCREASE SINCE JANUARY 1, 1935
INCREASE SINCE JANUARY 1, 1834

$648,926-.86
913,798.67
1,101_506.61
.1,240,738.90
326,798.67
591,812.04

Deposits January 1, 1934
Deposits January 1, 1935
Deposits February 5, 1935
Deposits March 6, I9S5
INCREASE SINCE JANUARY 1, 1935
INCREASE SINCE JANUARY 1, 1934

$571,719.66
828,130.18
1,008,422.18
1,146,344.00

GoVirnmeht Bonds owned 'January 2, 1934
Government Bonds owned January 1, 1935
Government Bonds owned Mar-eh 6, 1935

$ 10:000,00_
2131159.51
-00 609.38

318,208.82
574,624.34

'lbw* o16,urca
Officers
W. S. Swann, President.
Tremon Beale, Vice Pres.
George Hart, Cashier.
Rev. W. P. Prichard, V. Pres.
L. L. Dunn. Asst. Cashier.
E H. Ross, Teller,
Elbert Lassiter, Teller.
Sally Whitnell, flook-keeper.
Martha Kennedy, B.-keeper.
Velma Tyree, Book-keeper.

CARL B. KINGINS
Sheriff
Your DOG LICENSE Must be Bought
This Year

Directors

Member
FEDERAL DEPOSIT
INSURANCE
CORPORATION
Deposits up to $5,000
Insuired

W. S. Swann, George Hart,
Max B. Hurt, L. N. Moody.
rrator:Seasrari:-.7-;D. Sexton.
Tremon Beale, M. T. Morris,
L. L.'Dunn, Dr. F. E. Crawford, L. E. Wyatt, J. H
Churchill, M. 0. Wrather, E.
J. Beale, Rev. W. P. Priehird.
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of Dr. and Mrs W. F. Grubbs.
Miss Lavern Hill and Mrs. Rae
lizerison of Murray spent .the
week said in Pirss VIVO'S Of Mrs.
IL E. Bible CIits Mats With
Harrison's parents, Mr. and Mrs.
aranden
Mrs. Owen
,
K B. Osborn..
Mr. and Mrs. T. S. Herron spent
The Bible Study 'Class of the
M. E. Church met with Mrs. Owen Saturday night in 'Trezevant, Tenn.,
Brandon, Wednesday afternoon at guests of the Herrons.
2c30 o'clock.
W. W. Perry and Jake Perry
Mrs. W. A. Baker conducted the were in Paris, Tenn., Monday"...
study. After the lesson, a Social
Misses Ann Lue Herron, Julia
ITOtir was enjoyed and -refresh- Frances Curd and Hazel Jones
ments were served_
spent the week end in Big Sandy,
Those present were:
Tenn_ ,gueses of Mr. and Mrs.
A.
Baker,
and
Mrs.
W.
Rev
Crockett
Mrs. W. D. Kelley, Mrs. W. B.
Misses MyrtleaWhilnell and Alna
MiLstead, Mrs Alice Jones, Mrs. Lee Solmon were in Murray MonJack .Kelley. Mrs. Hazel Jenkins, day on business.
Mrs.. Neumie Doherty, Mrs. T. S.
Mrs. Cason Maddox of Murray
Herron, Mrs. Darwin White, Mrs. was in Hazel last Thursday to
Simmons. Mrs. Bettie visit his sister-in-law, Mrs. Floyd
Audrey
Clanton. Mrs. Helen Dick, _and M. Fudge.
Mrs. Owen Brandon:,
Mrs. Celtic Lowry of Paris and
Mrs. Robert Maddox of Murray
Mrs. Hurtle „Lamb and Mri Bola- were in Hazel last Sundly to visit
_They were in Mayfield last Thurs- Mrs. Floy Nt. Fudge.
day.
Miss Marelle Orr and dster,'Mrs.
"- Mr. and Mrs. Ezra -Hewes and Marvin ones, were in Murray Satchildren, Marseline and Windle urday morning on business.
Reed. were Paris visitors SaturMrs. Callie Russell, who has
day night.
been here for severel weeks visit- 'Mr. and Mrs. 0. B. Turnbow and ing her sister. Mrs. 0. T. Weathsons. Toro. Bob, and 0. B. Ss.. erford, who has been sick, left
were in Paris Sunday as guests of Sunday for her home near MurIe. and Mrs. Wm Hull and fain- ray.
Mrs. Will Mills and children,
Miss Jewel Hill spent several Dallas and Dorothea and Miss Lula
days in Mayfield. lastweek guest Bell Beale were in Murray Tuesof Mrs. Verlora Hill.
day shopping.
Dr and Mrs L. G. Colley of
Miss, Emily Miller is fh Chatta'Farmington. Ky., were Sunday nooga and College Dale, Tenn.,
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Jake visiting friends..
Mayer.
Dr. and Mrs. Outland and Miss
W. D. Kelly ,and 0. B. Turnbow Virginia Irvan of Murray were in
were in Paris last Thursday on Hazel Tuesday on business.
business.
Miss Watson and • Mrs. Key of
Mrs. E. C. Ross and little &ugh-, Lynn Grove were Hazel visitors
ter. Wanda Sue of Paris: Tenn_ Tuesday.
are in Hazel this week visiting
Dr. Prince Hart and Joe Boyce
•-srelatives and friends.
were in Hazel Tuesday on busihilre-- Charlie Lynn and eons, ness.
Hugh Terry and Gene, spent over
Mr. and Mrs. L Winsor of Murthe week end in Paris, guests of ray were in Hazel Tuesday visitMr. and Mrs. Lloyd Farless.
ing friends.
• Miss Lillie Mai Hill. who is
Mr. and Mrs. W. W. Perry were
working with the Tyson Toliet Co. tn
Murray
Itieseiay _afternoon
-its Paris. - rr-spending 'a few days shopping.
in. Hazel with her .mother,„ Mrs.
W. D. Kelly Jr.; is confined to
Connie Lamb.
his roore with something like flu.
Mrs. 0. B. Turnbow. Miss Eva
Dick Hall of Puryear, Tenn., was
Perry. and Mrs. Owen Brandon. carried to
the Paris hospital Monwere in Murray Monday on busiday for treatment Mr. Hall is
ness.
agent on the N. C. 3r St. L. B. R.
Mrs. Leroy Nickles:- who has
Dr. and Mrs. -R. M. Mason of
been in Detroit for the past few Murray
were in Hazel Monday
weeks, returned home Saturday night to
visit_ with friends._
•Mr. and Mrs Hester Walker and
Mrs. ID. N. -white and mother,
'children, Barbara and -Peggy. of Mrs. F.
Denham. were in Murray
Murray. were here Sunday guests Tuesday afternoon
on business.

NEWS

41

•

--Notice

Friends Of
BABY Mrs. Charlie.
Bagwell

CHICKS

1-1412 News

HAY FOR SALE-Jap. red top,
see W. H. ruiner First Nat'l.
Bank Bldg.
ltp
FOR - SALE-for cash. 1834 Ford
coupe, excellent condition, driven
12.000 miles. Good tires, heater.
Apply Ledger St Times office.- ltp
FOR SALE-1931 Chevrolet Coupe
27000 mileage, 3 draft horses, coal
and feed wagons and harness.
Bradley Brothers, 922 Madison
St.. Paducah, Ky.
FOR SALE-yellow seed corn; one
2 year old Jersey Heifer, springy,
heaVY. lilt B. Adair, 1% miles
_
'help
North Murray.
HOUSE PAINT--at wholesale price
of $1.59 gal. to procure introductory users in your community.
Former retail price $2.95. Offer
limited. Sell others this paint
with the money back guarantee
and get yours free. SALESMEN
Oil
Co.,
WANTED.
Central
'Louisville. Ky.
Pointer
LOST-10 months old
Bird dog pup. White and Brown.
answers to name of -Brownie".
Dr. E. W. Miller, Hazel, Ky. M7p
WANTED---Man with light car for
Must be able to
rural sales.
leave town. Car allowance, cornSee
Mr.
mission and bonus.
Seider between 8 and 9 P. M. at
ltp
201 South Third St.
FOR SALE-An Acme 'Harrow.
good condition, new teeth, used
very little. Mrs. , I. E. Lassiter,
ltp
N. 10th. St.. Murray. KY•
BABY CHICKS="irie have 'them.
Bring your eggs for custom hatching. We sell Poultry Equipment,
Feed and Seeds-of most any kind.
Come and see a simple home-made
Brooder. We buy Cream. College
Crest Hatchery. East Maple.M14c
WANTED-Man with car. Route
preferred
but not
experience
necessary. Rawleigh. Dept. K/CM28p
181-M. Brookport, Ill.
FOR SALE-'-One nice horse, works
any where, $140. Baled Straw,
15 cts. I. T. Crawford, Murray
,Itc
Route 6_
FOR SALE-Korean Jap seed. 5c
lb. Charley Thurmond. Route 6.
'
ltp
'
near Stella.
WANTED TO RENT-April
or small
furnished apartment
house. Call County Agent's of
ltp
free

,=,..Freirk`'"-The friends of Mrs. Charlie Bagto asked to-oring what they FOR SALE-I have ab6ut
wish are
n•;nseswni.
a.a...pcmorr we/ft
poce=•=••••• dada. 11••••••
give her to the home of of straw. Excellent for
.....nsanacienza emcee_ ....a.itattaG102t...11_ tier daughter _Mary Tatra
an Turret -neer
raw
Coleman, next
Monday. March Elm Grove Church.
ltp
Bar, Rolled_ Ogita
-8C IL-.You.rthpJost,
FOR RENT-3-room apartmit
3 bars Laundry Soap .. 10c and everything in it but a feather furnished or unfurnished, with
bed and a few quilts. Have we
15c though how we would need help garage. All modern conveniences.
2 boxes Selox
2-1b. box Crackers
17c if, we iwere old and had wren shel- Mrs. Etta Acrne Williams, 313 S.
ltp
5th. St. Murray, Ky.
2 cans Mackerel
18c ter.' food and clothin)i-all go up in
flames.
-Korean
Jap
seed
FOR
SALE
20c Don't forget tlext Monday after3' Royal Gelatin
priced right at 7c pound. A. A.
noon. "A, friend in time of need
Itc
Crawford, Lynn Grove.
COME IN AND SEE OUR is a friend indeed."
LIOF LIGHT
•
RENT-Airway Electric
FOR
A purebred bull and several Sweeper. Mrs. Carney Hendon. lp
HARDWARE
purebred 'heifers were placed in
STRAY Dog Found-male houndt
Elliott county last month.
pup, describe and pay for this
ad. .T. E. Wilkerson. Route 1. ltp

31%7

ELKINS GROCERY

FOR RENT-100 acre farm. 2-room
house, good stable, good well.
near Freelazid's Mill. write Dave
Mlip
McClure, Raze]. Route 2.

Milk Every Day

FOUND--lady's glove in Capitol
Theatre recently. Black kid for
left hand_ See Burman Parker at
ltc
City Hall.

Prescribed

FOR UNDERWEIGHTS

FOUND-Red'Irish setter bird.months old. See
dog, about
William Jett6n Finney, South
ltp
18th street.

4

NOTICE-Will Speight's jack and
horse will make the season at our
barn. 3 miles southeast of Hazel,
each $10. J: Herman Robinson
Ml4p
A - Sons.

SPECIALS FOR
SATURDAY
-at

T. L SMITH
Pure Food Store
in MURRAY SCHOOLS BY HEALTH
AUTHORITIES
and

the Murray Woman's Club, sponsors of
move to correct this health danger among
dents, chcse

the
stu-

SUNBURST'PASTEURIZED
Pure milk is the cheapest insurance you can
buy on safeguarding the health of your,childrnn,
and whether your children show signs of 'underweight or Tow vitality-give them- plenty Of wholesome milleanti give fhem a cIanCeTor good health.

Murray Milk Products-Ct,
Telephone 191

100 lbs. Cane Sugar.. $4.75
48c
10 lbs. Sugar
95c
100 lbs. Potatoes,
15c
15 lbs. Potatoes
10 "Beatsall" Razor
Blades
16c
10c
8 oz. Dressing
8 ooz. Sandwich Spread 10c
Sc
Palmolive Soap
3 lbs. Pure Coffee . . 40e
2 lbs. Butcher Lard .... 25c
3 No. 1 cans Tidbits
25c
Pineapple
12c
1 lb. Crackers
18c
2 lbs. Crackers
25c
Ivory 'Snow, 3 for
5c
Lettuce and Carrots
Royal Jelatine, 2 pkgs. 15c
3 pkgs. 10c Oats for ' 20c
Onion Seta and Slips, Seed
Potatoes
l'ItluES GOOD AS1HE
BEST
- PHONE 204

•

•

set

in the near future. The members
of the cast are: L K. Pinkley,
--amine etre, Willie Ora Paschall,
- ----Vonleer White. Truitt Hawley,
Grades Present Play Thiusday
Geraldine Milatead, Eulala Bailey,
Night. March 14th
Catherine Brandon. Brown ClayThe primary room will present ton., and Mildred King
the following program:
Musk. Public Speaking Toikney
"Ten Little Boys"---Letrat Grade
To Be Held at Hegel
Boys,
Fur the past years it has been
"What Shall
1 Do?"-Second
the custom to hold the tournament
Grade Girls.
at the different high schools in the
Reading-Hugh Terry Linn,
county. This year it is time for
Piano Solo--Anne Littleton.
Hazel to invite all the county high
Reading--Gene Orr Miller.
schools and the public, as well, to
Play-"Peter Rabbit Helps the
meet here Saturday, March 16.
Children", characters are: RoseThe school will serve sandwiches
mary Wright, Leta Grey Brandon.
and drinks.
Myrtlene Holland, James HernThe speaking events will, be in
don, A. H. McLeod. Bobby Denthe morning and music events in
ham. 0. B. Turnbow, Fred Bray,
the afternoon. The program will
Anne Littleton, Betty Ferguson,
start at 9:30.
Betty Jean, Whila....MarY- Cherry.
Ann Ferguson, Gene Orr Miller,
Bashathall Us Softball
Mel Terry Linn. Billy Mat OutHsIel having being_clefeaterd in
land, Dolphus Denham. James
the basketball touzney, has turned
Lee, and Douglas Reeder.
attention to softball. They have
a improved team this season- by
Those receiving prizes for the
the addition of several players.
best workbooks were:
All the old playees are here and
First grade: A. H. McLeod.
in good shape. A successful seassecond grade. Myrtlene Holland;
on is expected.
third grade, James Herndon.
Honor Roll
Second grade: Anne Littleton.
Third grade: James Herndon,
Dr. Outland and Miss Irvan
visited our room this afternoon.
Several were vaccinated.

The fourth, fifth, and sixth
grades are practicing on an operetta, "The Quest of Pink Parasol."
The characters are:
They debate
Faxon at home
The Queen. Gerthal Mae ArmThursday. Members of the Hazel
strong', The Gardener. Thomas C. team are: L. K.
Pinkley, 'Truett
Scruggs; The Little Girl Ruth,
Hawley, and Robert Miller.
Nell R. Outland; First Poppy, Mill
dred Clayton; Second Poppy, Martha E. White: Third Poppy, Billie
COUNTY AGENT NOTES
Burke Wilcox; Fourth Poppy, Annie King: Fifth Poppy, Masgresie
Reeder: Sixth Poppy, Mazy E.
Corn-Hog
Brandon; Seventh
The Corn-Hog sign-up campaign
Poppy, Alice
Outland: Eighth Poppy. Bettie J. is closed, and those wishing to' sign
Mason. Pages: Billy Ray Dohertyf.- contradt§ should do so at once
Calvin 0. West, A. E. Rona Oscar because the closing date is March
Denham, Cyrus Miller. Lee Roy 18.
Appraisers will start next
Denham, John W. Owen Ted Wil- week end aetef• they finish appraisson.
ing land=if,will be too late for one
Reading-Will Frank Steely.
to begin ..a contract. Please sign
"Fishing Song"
by; Herbest,at--Once!
Herndon, Sam B. Lee, Jamas
Ferguson, Lyman Reeder, Garvin
Lespedezii seed is advancing in
Cherry, Chester Cherry, -Joe Pat price arid- farmers should teiyAS
Lamb, Bobby Doher& Joe H. early as .possible. Don't forget to
Littleton, Preston -Oliver.
seed old • fields this spring and
Reading-Ted- Brandon.
let them be increasing in value instead of. losing value through
Honor' roll for sixth month:
• erosion.- Liespedeza and grass are
Fourth grade: Bobby Doherty. -excellent cover crops and will
Sixth gfade: Gerthal Mae Arm- help. restore soil fertility.
strong. Mildred Clayton. Thomas
C. Scruggs, Calvin 0. West. _
Tobacco
The county agent received -TuesSenior Play
day, a letter stating excess darkfired tobacco would be destroyed
The seniortrela.ss will present a
unless nicotine companies offered
three act comedy, "Eyes of 14ove”.
more than. they have.
tar.
their offer has been in average of
41.50 per hundred. One third of
this would have to go to the Gov2 lbs. Pere Coffee _
25e itiernrnent leaving $1.00 per hunSweet Santos C'offee Roasted
dred_ At the above estimates the
by Chase
Sanboarn, dated lk county committee and the agent
feel ,it far better to destroy this
24 Cans Filet fresh lima
be...
82.40 excess and leave the market in
better position to pay for the l96
1 Case Corn or Tomatoes. 24
Cans
$1.85 tobacco crop. Forms are ready
for destruction.
24-Case Pride IU. Cora
Excess tobaced
may be destroyed by sprinkling
2.5 lbs. Delmente fancy
Peaches
8100 with lime, oil, or chopping it up
15 lb. Pk. Potatoes _ _ 15 or Lec to render it unmerchantable. The
best way to destroy the excess is
100 lbs. Potatoes, delivered.
Curb
Mc to sprinkle lime on it. Producers will profit by having a bag
100 lbs. Beautiful Potatoes,
kitchen, delivered
__ $1.11) of lime ready ,when the committee1 Gal. Can C'herries
SU man comes by. Lime is very good
2 lb. Box C'rackers
18c for Calloway soils and will return
48 lb. Can Scoco
$645 many times its cost. Tobacco is
50 lb. Can Pure Lard
97.60
Closing out 2 lbs. Cocoa
16c
1 Package Oxydal
10c. lad., lc
2 No. 2% Can Peaches
23c
6 Grape Fruit
25c
5 lb. Bag Table Oats
30c
24 lbs. Guaranteed Flour
79c
2 Skinners Egg Noodles
_ 15e

Saturday Specials

Tobacco allotment cards should
be turned into this office as soon
as the producer has finished delivering his 1934 tobacco crop.

sign a cotton contrite for 1936
must first sign an application for
U.-ear:tit-get- '"15;essi.' sealications
can be signed at any time now.
Persons wishing to sign should
have the following information
ready: Nilmber of acres of cotton
grown on the place they will
operate in 1935, since 1928 through
'1934 and the estimated production
of lint cotton for each year.
4. T. COCHRAN,
County Agent

Lynn Grove High,

Cash Grocery Co.

Glydn E. Williamson, assistant
in cotton adjustment. makes the
following statement: "Cotton contract forms are now in the county
agent's office. Anyone wishing to

COMPLETE FOOD MARKET
TELEPHONE NO. 307

.2'Box 15`
SODA CRACKERSPOUND
26`
BLISS COFFEE
10'°"° BAG 46`
SUGAR
CIGARETTES CTN. $L23 2 25`
19c
Sheet 4
ROLLS
TOILET TISSUE 1,000PEACHES DRIED 2 Pounds 25c
MEAL FANCY CREAM 10-Lb. B"25`
CLEANSER SUNBRIGHT 4 Cans 19`
FLOUR G"'d Lea2f4-LburBVagery Best $107
BRAN MIXED 100-LB. BAG $1"
Bag When
95c
POTATOES 100-Lb.Packed
-LETTUCE Firm and Crispy HEAD 5c
D
FLORIDA PO
Dozen
ORANGES
WINESAP APPLES
Pkgs.

.you'-know that
needed for the
tvle.ments it contains?
And do you know that our
meats are right in Quality
and Price?
I
•IK

-

Only quality meat can be
prIced cheap at any price.
KANSAS CITY STEAKS

MURRAY MEAT,
MARKET '

FRIENDS AND FORMER PATRONS
I would most sincerely appreciate your patronage in
whole or in part in my new business undertaking and connection.
I have been in the grocery business here over a decade
in capacity of clerk and have made efforts to serve many of
you, some for several years. I truly believe I can give you
the best of service-surpassed by none-and prices that are
equal to any. WILBURN FARFLIS.

PHONE 12

•

DELICIOUS!
THE EXCLAMATION OF MILLIONS!

MAXWELL HOUSE
COFFEE

Tolley -Carson
FOOD MARKET

Guaranteed oven-freidi- by the exclusive Vita-Fresh method
of Vacuum Packing

10 lbs. SUGAR
45c
OATS, 2.1b. pkg.
15c
Crackers, 2-lb. box .. 15ct
FLOUR, 24-1b. bag
COFFEE, fresh ground,
29c
CO2rolbuEsse.E, Maxwell
• 33c
POTATOES, 15-lb. peck 15c
STUFFED OLIVES,
16-oz. jar
29c
2 1-2 can Pickled Peaches
Anierican Lady
TOMATO JUICE,
24-oz. can
15c
Paradise PLUMS, new
18c
creation in fruits
TOMATOES, CORN,'Green
BEANS, 3 No. cans .25c
Royal Ann CHERRIES,
No. 2 1-2 can
29c

Pound

GIVE US A TRIAI,

2 Pound
New Economy Can

33-c

62c
3 Pound

Tune in etkery
Thursday
8 to 9
P. M.

FRESH FRUITS AND
VEGETABLES

Phone 37

Is being erected in the sand table
and will be used in teaching numtiers.
With the approach n1 spring and
the return of birds from the south.
land the small children are keep_
ing constant watch for new ewes.
A bird chart has been posted, on
which a record is kept of the
sculling of the birds. The record
shoves a picture of the bird seealli
where seen, when aeon, and b3111.
whom. The children are making
bird booklets and bringing in a
great many stories and poems
about birds.

Wilburn Farris

PHONES-24 and 25

Our Meatt Are the
--.--Bt That Money
Buy

preparing for the County lider.
scholastic contest which is to Se'
held St Hazel March 16.
The little folks in the first and
second grades are working en a
"Play Store" The miniature store

;To date- the county agent has
not mentioned dairy and dairy
products but would like to use a
few lines of this issue for that
purpose. Dairy products are much
more favorably priced and Govern-We extend our congratulations
ment reports indicate good prices
the Kirkeey High School for
to
for the next three years. This
victory in the District Bastheir
county has been a heavy producer
tournament and also to
ketball
and could
increase its
present
School as runners-up.
High
Murray
dairy production with profit to
We wish for each of you the most
larinez-ead-larin. Through a dairy
the Regional,
cow is a very -efficient method to success possible- in
Negro far; Mein -AM women
market feeds produced on the tournament.
debate team cured more meat and are using
affirmative
Our
farm making a profit to owner
Charlene Mayfield. mere fruits and vegetables reand leaving manure for the farm. composed of
and Charlotte ports A. C. Burnette, agent in •
Fannie
Sue
Jones,
Poor cows don't pay. Keep the
Almo negative charge.
the
met
Jordan,
best ones and sell the poqr ones.
team Tuesday afternoon at Almo.
When feeds are cheap a poor
Faxon on WedDR. W. C. OAKLEY
cow will pay more profit than Both teams go to
-to meet their
when feeds are high. Now Is the nesday afternoon
Chiropractor
teams
there.
time to keep good cows and sell debating
On Thursday afternoon our af- Office at Home, 609 West Main
those that will not return feed
debating team will go
Mondays, Wednesdays, Fridays
costs. One farmer has culled his firmative
debate.
In Afternoon
herd and improved those on hand. to Hazel for a return
Every one is quite busy and
In 1934 alone he cleared $50.00 per
1 p. m. to 6 p. in.
taken in
head. Prof. W. J. Fraser. College much interest is being
of Agriculture, University of
nois, states: "If cows that are a.
naturally poor producers were sent
to the butcher and feed thus saved
were given to underfed good cows
they would produce go much better that herd profits frequently
would be doubled to'trebbled."

Swann s Grocery

.-Seareilleseelbelloalesolosiesie-O.

MAXWELL
HOUSE
SHOW
BOAT
HOUR

95c
NBC NETWORK

THESE GROCERS SELL ALL SIZES:
L. SMITH
ROBERT SWANN & SON
LEE & ELLIOTT
TOLLEY & CARSON

WALLIS & SON
ELKINS GROCERY
FARR1S.CASH GROCERY

W. W. COLE
W. C. FARMER & SON
FAIN & BELL

We Deri;er

,
••111110.•

_
-et

Hazel Debates Twice
- Hazel High school's debating
team engaged both Lynn Grove
and Faxon on the affirmative side
of the question, "Resolved that the
Federal Government should adopt
the policy of equalizing educational opportunities
throughout the
nation by means of annual grants
to the several states for public
elementary and secondary educe-

high in potash and nitrogen With
the addition
of
phosphate the
above would make zn exceUed
fertilizer that would be complete
plus lime and lime is the elment
most needed in our soils.

•11•1•11..
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15`
26`
46C
25`
DLLS
19`
°"ds 25`
b. B.,25c
19`
Pkifs•

Mr. and Mrs. Alex Crouch are
confined to their room with illrest John Bridges is unimproved.
His condition is serious.
Dr. and Mrs. Earl Adams have
been confined with "flu."
I suggest that the Murray city
council leave that "Movie" dispute to a vote, by flourish of the
"tail".
Then the squirrel will
win'
Mr. Morgan has built a grocery
stop house in the famous gravel
pit, one mile this side of Coldwater. Lula Bell 'sings "Howdy
do. everybody, howdy do".
Tell Horace Churchill that the
red bird and mocking bird began
"song services" March 3and also
the crayfish are screaming in

*

64"3
Ilria
"
/14Itar•"'—Tb
"
'Peer
Robinson Cruso how came
_sou here on this lonely island?"
One of the "cors" gave an account sof a death. The next item
Was a quotetiona in 'Psalms "The
Wicked, shall be turned into hell,"
Then, as it were, I Sainted dead
as a mackerel..
Big crowd at Goshen Sunday,
but I had to get up and leave the
house on account of "a fit of
coughing" or else engage the attention of all present.
Bro. Pogue will preach at Union
Grove next Sunday at 10:45 A.
M. and Bro. Davis at Coldwater
M. E. church at same hour
Coldwater
Church
of Christ
would be glad for minister brethren to preach Sunday afternoon
at 2:30 except 3rd Sunday which
Is L H Pogue's day. Send postal
card to Joe Cochran so that the
date may be announced, Route 1.
Murray, Ky,
Jim Story, George and Herman
Cathey. and families are attending church Sundays at Murray
Memorial Baptist church. Carroll
Hubbard is the minister.
That "run-off" primary election
is all 0. K.
Ought to have
been made a law when I was a
baby.
There are a lot of vicious, biting,
dogs around here. A big bull dog
tried to tear a feliows britches off
of ham. We need a $5,00 stax on
all dogs. This kind of compelsory law should have been en'acted when I was a little baby.
—"Eagle"
Read the Classified Column.

NOW! BUY THAT PIANO

'15

tat

,G

ben

Stone News

Stella Gossip

'375
8hack1eion's
"SworlYsin.

'1."
95` -

•

LOOMIS. KY.

eseelt Grogan
Mr weld 'çqtt.
spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs.
Bruce Grogan.
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Hendon spent
Sunday and Sunday night eirith
their son, Rudy Hendon, and Tdrs.
Hendon near Providence.
Mr. and Mrs. L. B. Wilkerson of
Cherry were dinner guests of Mr.
and Mrs. S. A_ Harris Sunday.
Tip Culpepper returned to Detroit Thursday after spending a
few days with his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Joe Ben Culpepper.
Mr. Bernice Grogan was honored
with a birthday dinner at his home
Sunday. Those present were: Mrs.
Nevin Wall, Mr. and Mrs. Lonnie
Hargis and Billy, Mr. and Mrs.
George
Grogan, Mr. and Mrs.
Frank Hargis and Bobby, Mr. and
Mrs. Tom Linville, Mr. and Mrs.
ltennt.nr—Gtopti.'Moore, Maude Hendrick, Myrtle
and /sully Thurman, wee . wall,
Robbie frank White, Clarice and
Pauline Moore and Mary Hargis.
Miss Lucile Harris spent last
week with her sister, Mrs. Jack
Cochran and Mr. Cochran, near
n.
M4 and Mrs. Frank Miller, Mr.
end Mrs. Berry Winchester and
Leon were dinner guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Newel Johnson Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. George Grogan
and Mr. Bernice Grogan. attended
church serviCe; at Mummies Sunday night.
Henry Hargis was a dinner -guest
in the home of Mr. and Mrs. PresStubblefield. near
ton
Cherry
Sunday.

West Pine Bluff
News
J. L. Jones was broil/tit back
from New Orleans. La.. Sunday in
a- serious condition, not expecting
to live but a short time. He is a
nephew of the McCage boys.
Barber Edwards will begin a
singing school at Pine Bluff Bapchurch Wednesday
night.
tist
March 6. A special invitation is
given to every one to help in this
good work. Mr, _Edwards is a
leading choir difector of /Calloway
county.
Mr. and Mrs. S_ D. Stewart, Earl
Knight. Thelma and Lena Geurin
attended the singing at Tharpe.
Tenn., Sunday and reported a good
time.
Mrs. John P. Kelley and daughter Mrs. E. L. Barnett, Mrs. Grady
Smith. spent Sunday afternoon.
with Mrs .'Orval Thurman.
Mrs. Eliza Salyers were dinner
guests of Mrs. Lloyd Bucy Sunday.
Rey ..slpnes. who has been in
bed for the past fotrr woo*, with

the flu, is reported better and able
to be up now.
A large crowd attended church
at the Church of Christ Sunday
afternoon.
H. C. Stewart was dinner guest
of Mrs. Belle Geurin Sunday.
Mud Splitter is asking the new
reporter of Pine Bluff news to Isle
"Pleasant Valley heading rather
than Pine .Bluff because the old
reporter has used Pine Bluff all
the time and is able to defend all
criticism of Pine Bluff.
—"Mud-Splitter"

S. Pleasant Grove
Irvan Guthrie returned home
last week after several days visit
with his daughter, Mrs. Rouch and
family of Akron, Ohio.
J. W. Clark, who for several days
-week. atogevest-ebetaeoneelifo
and deat with pneumonia at the
Vanderbilt hospital, Nashville, was
reported better last of the week.
Mr. Jeff Cooper and Lucian Gupton who have been ill with severe
colds, are better. Also, Mrs. Jim
Wrather is able to be up. On account of illness she was not able
to visit her brother, J. W. Clark
at the hospital.
Some have commencea gardening. The farmers have burned
most of their plant reds.
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Baker and
daughter visited their uncle, John
Baker. and family, Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Hansy Nance of
Paris and their daughters were
Sunday guests of Mrs. Nance's
sister. Mrs. Leslie Ellis, and family.
Friends are glad to learn
Mrs. Nance's health is much improved. Bro. W. A. -Baker's text Sunday
at this church was Col. 1:10. He
mentioned the evil of the slot
machine and that it was some
times run by a church deacon or
Sunday School superintendent. It
is detrimental to Christ's cause as
is selling quilts or cakes by loteery, whether it be for, a school
or some other good cause. There
needs to be a general awakening
against that which in the sight of
God is no good, but which landed
a young man to the penitentiary.
Miss Marshy
Nance of Paris,
Charles James and Jesse Brandon.
Draughan's. Business College of
Paducah, who were Saturday and
Sunday visitors of home folks, attended the services here Sunday.
Cully Nesbitt returned from Detroit last week.
Mitchel and Prince Albert Here
who some, weeks ago went to Detroit to 4eek work. weie among
the thousands of men going who
failed to get employment and say
now it is good to be back with
home folks. It seems from their
experience that some who want
to employ men at tinute get impatient with so many hundred inexpeeiepeed_spen.app4Mitfpr.lobik.
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Gunter's Flat

Another beautiful Monday morning. It makes us feel like spring
is almost here.
We are glad to hear that Mr.
John Clark, who has been critically ill with pneumonia, is slowly
Improving.
Those of this neighborhood who
have had quiltings recently are,
Mrs. Edgar Wells. Mrs. Joe Brandon. Mrs. Roscoe Hayes and Miss
Cordie Myers.
Carnell Wells, Bera Parks and
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Wilkerson attended the singing at Paris Sunday.
Mrs. Joe Brandon, who had an
operation on her foot about 10
days ago, is slowly improving.
• Mr, and Mrs. Frank eMortit of
Sedalia were guests Sunday of
their son, Jim Adams, and family,
and also to see their great granddaughter. the young baby of Mr.
and Mrs. Kenneth White.
Miss Mildred Baker has the
chicken pox.
Mr. and Mrs. Short of near Dexter and Miss Nellie Short of Murray were guests Sunday of their
sister. Mrs. Amos Wells and Mr.
Wells.
As news is. scarce it makes my
letter short. I would appreciate
any news that you would send to
me.
"Rose Bud"

Brook's Chapel
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*THE ROLLATOR
Smooth, eary rolling
power instead of the
berried back -andaction of the
forth
itriiittary refrigerator
mechanism. Remit—
Jar better cooling
powerfor the mercer
nsed. Only Norge has
the Rollator.

he most important part of any
refrigerator is its cold-making
mechanism. Norge—and only
Norge—has the simple, extrapowered, almost everlasting Rol.
lator cold-making mechanism*
the one which actually improves
with use. Shop all you like, but

don't buy till You've seen
the Norge. j
A Norge Can Be Bought for Asi Little As
10 PER CENT DOWN

RADIO COMPA
RILEY
East Side
Phone 107
Square

ess

,

Miss Lucile Walston had nine
scholars that never missed a da
of her school. They are: Cantrell
Jones. Gus Walston, Hugbie'Culver, Marjorie Jones, Marie Jones,
Dorothy Jones, Linda Bedwell,
Lottie Bedwell Mary Nell Haley.
She gave the boys and Marjorie
Jones fountain pens and the other
girls a new dress.
Mrs. Mildred Jones has quilted
a bird quilt. Mrs. Bedwell has
completed two quilts, a wedding
ring and a monkey wrench. Mrs.

Inioussuids of Women
& Benefited By Cardui
The benefits many women obtain
give them great confrontCardui
in it... "I have four chil-

fidence
dren," writes Mrs. J. L. Norred, of
Lagrange, Os. "Before the birth
of my children. / was weak, nervous and tired. I had a lot of
trouble with my back. I took Cardui each time and found it so helpful. Cardui did more to allay the
nausea at these times than anysot in Teri
thing I have ever used
geod health end believe Cardul did a lot
'Thousands of women teem,
of It"
Csrdut benefited them if it does not
benefit YOU, consult a physician.

Bell Jones quilted a wedding ring
Mr. and Mrs'. Euclid Jones and
Several students and teachers
quilt recently.
three .children-' of Paducah and went to the Capitol Theatre Wedfilepselk,,iii0ar,c.-.Ws. Pearl nesday night, February 27, to see
Dave Collie of Benton
and daughtar Miss Murrel David Cuppei field. Every one
near Maple Spring, was here to
visit her aged and only sister, Elemsey of Benton, Route 5, near seemed to have enjoyed the picMrs. Nannie Stringer, February 18. Maple Spring, were here and cele- ture.
He brought her a fine lot of dried brated their father's, J. W. Jones: The Faxon basketball team went
60th birthday with a fine dinner to Murray Friday afternoon to depeas eV sweet potatoes.
feat the Murray Training School
A fine girl arrived at the home February 27.
More plant beds are being burnt in their first round of play in the
of Toy Jones February 20.
Seventh District play by a score
"If Goa tre for us, woo can be and sown'shere than has been for
of 22-15. It was a hard fought
sume years.
against us." Rom. 8:31.
•
Miss Chestiumer McClain went game. The boys were defeated
Sunday School here every SunSaturday by the Kirksey team be
day at 2:00 P. M. Icy Culver, to Benton on beisiness February
a score of 44-7. There was a large
28.
superintendent.
crowd from F axon to attend the
All read Romans 8:38, V.
"Judge not according to the aptournament.
—Old Glory
pearance, but judge
righteous
We are very sorry to hear of the
judgment." St. John 7:31.
death of Mrs. Lela Billihgton, a
• Dick Smith died March 3 with
graduate of Faxon in the year of
pneumonia.
1925.
We extend our greatest
Mrs. Ross of Murray, agent for
sympathy to his grieved husband
the K. E. R. A., was in this vicinity
and many relatives.
February 27.
By Cecil Taylor
Mr. Dennis Jackson and daughlee, mire_ Magdalena hay& moved.
--"1118 -Ahrio -Chapter -or nature'
to the Stroud place near Temple
Fan-gees met Friday. February 22. 'The death angel visited the home
Hill.
The meeting was called by Fieldon of Mr. and Mrs. Edison Harris
Seems like spring as the March
Scott. our president, to decide up- and claimed for its own an infant
!lilies are in bloom.
on a few questions about when the son, Lee Earl, March 2. Burial was
People are beginning to prepare
chapter should meet and about a in the Brooks Chapel cemetery.
their gardens and potatoe patches.
party that is being palnned for
Mrs. Hattie Chapman, who has
One of Edison Harris' twins died
the near future, rt was found been nn the Sick list, is improving.
March 2. Burial was in the Gordon
most, convenient to meet every
Joe Nanney is on the sick list
graveyard at the Brook's Chapel
secand and fourth Friday. The this week.
church.
date for the party was set for
There is lots of sickness in this
The peddlers are coming around
Mai di 16. Each boy must bring community.
part of the time. All are glad to
a
girl
grand
old
time
and
is
a
W. D. Jackson and,, daughter
see thaws
-peeled to be had.
have moved in the house with his
Burnett Lee_ and son. Boyd, carThe chapter has not set the date son-in-law, Tommie Nanney, near
ried a load of tobacco to Murray february 20 and left it, un- far the initiation of odr hew meth- Alma
ben; who have joined since ChristMr. and Mrs. Oman Jackscn and
sold.
"Thou 0 God didst send a plen- vas It will be decided on at the little daughter, Peggy June were
next meeting.
Tuesday evening guests of Mr, and
tiful rain." Psalms 68:9.
Mr. Jones is now directing the Mrs. Tommie Nanney, near Almo.
Hardin Byars was In Murray
writing of essays on "Rural ReThe women in this community
shopping February 20.
Mrs. eBedwell has some little habilitation." The two best es- are busy piecing quilts and quiltchicken)hatched off. Several have says will be picked from each ing.
high school and entered in the
Several attended the candy mak
hens setting.
T. A. Jones and brother, J. W. county contest. The winners will ing at B. Basset's Saturday night.
Jack Kelley visited Mr. and Mrs.
Jones,, were in Murray February 21 receive a prize and a trip. Mr.
in interest o fthe corn-hog con- Jones is expecting some good es- Lee Bell Friday night
says from his classes on this timely
Mrs. Wilburn Kelley and son
tracts.
Joe, ,.are visiting relatives near
"They hated me without a subject.
Murray rhis week.-eBlue Bird.
cause." St. John 15:25.

Almo F. F. A.
Notes

Independence News

COMMISSIONER'S
SALE

Faxon High News

The school seems to be showing
a new spirit. It is progressing
very rapidly in its work. Miss
Jones is working with those taking part in the scholastic tournCalloway Circuit Court)
ament, which will be held March
J. H. Churchill,
Plaintiff 16. Those taking part in the boys'
quartet are: Oveta Bogard,, Alvis
Vs. Judgment
and Joe Clark, and Keys Wells.
G. R. Houston, Etc.,
Defendent The girls and boys glee club are
By virtue of a judgment and working hard for the tournament.
The agriculture dais went on
order of sale of the Calloway Circuit Court, rendered at the No- a field trip .to the farm of Mr.
vember term thereof, 1934, in the Penn Roberts to warless a terracabove cause for the purpose of ing demonstration.
The high school teachers atpayment of debt, and interest and
costs hereln expended. I shall tended a very delightful ban
proceed to offer for sale at the at Concord Thursday ev
court house door in Murray, Ken- February 28. The occasion was
tucky. to the highest biddtr at greatly enjoyed.
There was a debate here Monpnblic auction, on Mended?' the
25th day of March. 1935, at 1 day, March 4, with th Hazel afo'clock or thereabout (sense being firmative team. Wednesday March
Grove's debating teem op-county court dar, upon' a' credtt'
of six months, the following de- posed Faxon. Thursday, March 7,
scribed property, being and lying- Faxon goes to Hazel to oppose the
in Calloway County, Kentucky, Hazel debating team.
The Leaders League Society is
towit:
The West Half of the East Half practicing on a play entitled
of the -Northwest Quarter' of Sec- "Mama's I.il Wild Rose", which
tion 4, Township 1, Range 5 East; will be given in the close future.
'he elementa6 grades will be
except twenty (20) acres off of the
North and thereof :also fifteen out March 15, as the junior high
will be extended
two
(15) acres in the Northwest cor- school
ner of the Northwat Quarter. of,in
Section 3. Township 1, .Range 5
East; except two (2) area to come
LOWING TIME:—
out of the Southeast corner of the
above described tract which tw
Get your plow shoes in
(2) acres have been deeded to
Emma Evans.
.
shape for spring work now..,.
For the purchase price the purchaser must execute bond with
We can do'much with your
approved securities, bear g legal
interest from the day of sale un--old shoes.
til paid, and having th force and
BRING THEM IN
Bidders
effect of a judgme t.
comply
will
to
be
prepared
promptly
terms.—
with
these
George S. Hart. Master CommisALL WORK GUARAN
sioner.
Office
Opposite Ledger & Ti

Dutch's Shoe Shop

I.

.
p

NOTICE

ews

Read the Classified Column.

ADDITIONAL COSTS

Mrs. Joe Pritchett was called
to the bedside of her sister in
Paducah who is seriously ill.
Bennie Brown 'Spent Monday in
Paducah.
Mr. and Mrs. Ewing Barnett of
Paducah spent Friday • with Mr.
and Mrs. Minus Barnett.
Herman Jones of Wildereville.
Tenn., spent Saturday with Mr.
and Mrs. Burnett Jones.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Walston
and family spent Saturday night
with Mr. and Mrs. Clifton Riley

Weak Women

Mrs. Loraine Smith of
1365 S. 7th St., Louisville,
e,
said: "I was in s
rundown condition some
years ago — was terribl)
nervous and weak and hat:
frequent headache,. I was
aidseer essausastechoue 1
used Dr. Pierce's Favorite
Prescription and I regained
my normal weight and , felt
fine in every way." New size, tablets 50
eta, liquid Si 00. All druggists.
Write Dr.. Pierces Clinic, ButIalo, N. V.,
for free medical advice.

Overtaxed by
speaking,singing, smoking

ofeS0

CQ

PURINA .5"1"R'TENA
AMERICA'S CHOICE
of CHICK
FEEDS!
J. W. CLOPTON & CO.
Depot St.
Murray, Ky.

Murray made harness have become known for their cleats
k y workmanship and leather used. TWO YEAR GUARANTEE: See us now lee yew. spring and summer harness
needs.

R. E. BRAUSA & SON
ACROSS FROM LEDGER & TIMES

_

Resources Increase Over Half
Million In 14 Months!
We are grateful for the increased patronage of this bank which
continues to grow at a rapid rate.
•
We are plealied. to be able--to -report the- following figut-cs which
indicate the confidence being shownsin this institution. While deposits
up to $5,000 are tasured we take the same care and precautions in
handling your money as if it were not insured at all.

—

$648,926.86
913,798.67
.,.1,101,606.61
1 240.738.90
326,798.67
591,812.04
$571,719.66
828,130.18
1,008,422.18
1,146,344.00

..

Officers

318,208.82
574,624.34
•
$ 10,000;00
138,159.51
200,609.38

Directors
S. swarm. George

,.Member
FEDERAL DEPOSIT
INSURANCE
CORPORATION
Deposits up to $5,000
Insured

-

a

HUSKY THROA'TS

will be here the minute the ground is dry. It means hard
wear for harness and every farmer should check- up now on
harness repairs needed and be ready to start. Worn and
patched harness are hard on the team and 'may delay
ork
and cause time loss.

or

•f

C. GOOCH.

•

W. S. Swann, President.
Tremon Beale, Vice Pres.
George Hart, Cashier.
Rev. W. P. Prichard, V. Pres.
L. L. Dunn, Asst. Cashier.
E. H. Ross, Teller.
Elbert Lassiter, Teller,
Sally Whitnell, Book-keeper.
Martha Kennedy, Bekeeper.
Velma Tyree, Book-keeper.

Sheriff. 'Your DOG LICENSE Must be Bought "
This Year

44kW4"11`

_L.

Ba\c o'laarca

CARL B. KINGINS

46."14eClra---tt

My jack, Starlite, will make
season on old Murray-Hazel road
four miles south of Murray. For
information inquire at Concrete
Service Station on Murray-Hazel
high way.
,

SPRING PLOWING DAYS

Government Bonds owned January 1, 1934
Government Bonds owned January 1, 1935
Government Bonds owned March 6, 1935

will be added within the next few days if
payment is not made within this time.
WE WILL BE FORCED TO BEGIN
RIDING AND LEVYING and this will
mean STILL ADDITIONAL COSTS
above the 6 per cent.
WE URGE YOU TO SAVE BOTH
OF US TIME AND TROUBLE, AND
MONEY and pay your delinquent taxes
at once.

OTICE
To Stock Breeders

I

Deposits January 1, 1934
Deposits January 1, 1935
.Deposits February 5, 1935
Deposits March 6, 1935
—INCREASE SINCE JANUARY 1, 1935'
INCREASE SINCE JANUARY 1, 1934

The 6 per cent PENALTY is being collected
from all who have not paid their taxes.

Fifteen .01d1sain 4ourity farmer
had soil tested to- see whether
Rine
is
seeded

Noi Everybody in
Calloway cou ty sub.scribes
the Ledger
& Times b ut nearly
everybody reads it!

Resources January 1, 1934
Resources January 1, 1935
Resources February 5, 1935
Resources March 6, 1935
INCREASE SINCE JANUARY 1, 1935
INCREASE SINCE JANUARY 1, 1934

DelingentTax
- Payers!

4-!*
.
*11145'1•41iliglic....or=•4404
---..y..leomyloyemegoisissepesotiariaa:X•lia:.
44.0eersi.'1010ince-e0-1:
.
- 44.70"'Nt.

Dexter

in Almo.
Adelbert Reeves returned to Detroit after a two weeks visit with'
•
•
his family.
M. and Mrs. Hugh Edwards
spent Saturday night, in Almo with
Mr. and Mrs. Jeff Edwards.
Howel and Paul Mathis are
spending a few days with their sister in Renton.
Bro. Charlie Wilson will take
hi; place as pastor of the Baptist
church here and will deliver a
sermon Sunday morning at 11
o'clock. Everyone is welcome to
come.
Mrs. Lemon Puckett spent Monday in Paducah.
Mrs. Adelbert Reeves and children spent Sunday in Alm° with
Mr. and Mrs. Lundy Tubbs.
Mr. and Mrs. Merle Andrus and
sun Billie spent Sunday -with Mr.
--are.- Jesse-- linift--test rd
Mrs. Ocus Puckett is still on
sick list but is improving some.
There were several peoplehere
that attended the funeral services
of Uncle Dick Smith. Monday,
which were held at his home near
Brooks Chapel.
Miss
Mettle Jo
Norwood of
Hardin was Saturday night guest
of Horace Clyde Smith. .
Lloyd Pritchetthas several chile! --dren on the sick list.
Mr. and Mrs. WilT-Reeves spen
Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. Lee
Reeves near Alma.
Mr. and Mrs. Hayden Walston
spent Friday night in Benton with
Mr. and Mrs. Cody Cotheren.

"4.4
:
mrAP-i'
41-

;
7
"
-"*---

W.
Hart,
Max B. Hurt, -L. N. Moody,
Frank Beaman, J.
Sexton,
Trenton Rand. M. T. Morris,
L. L. Dunn,13r. F. E. Crawford, L. 'E. Wyatt, J. H
Churchill, Ms 0. Wrather, E.
J. Beale, Rev. W. P. Prichard.
-or
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of Congress and into jail. '
If the Courier-Journal has not
oroaosi„eva inal•sagoort its *nevedoes it should make editorial apolThe Murray Ledger, The Calloway Timr.. and The
ogies to Mr. -Vinson and , all COgiTimes-Herald, October 20, 1038.
grelamesn of Kentucky whe have
Published by The Calloway County Publishing Co., Inc.
given worthy SUPPirt to his tobacNorth Fourth Street, Murray, Kentucky
co legislation.---iCynthiana DentoEditor crati
Joe T. Lovett

-WE LEDGER & TIMES

'Us said that the ideol committal consists of three 'KM two of
the members ill.
• •- •
_

The Cynthiana DensOceat is another outstanding Kakb,why Democratic weekly newspaper that is
beginning to see through the
sheep's clothing with which the
wolves of the Louisville CourierI have been asked frequently if blues can be hArd by their special
Entered at the PostoStice, klorrity, Kentucky, as second class mail matter
Journal have been -garbles -them- I would be a candidate again for representatives and
paid lobbists.
selves for many
years.
the senate.
I have been unfortunate in hav_
Alt
My answer is that I have never ing in my judgment to oppose the
illEABER
under
which I
made a campaign, that the office administrations
is not for me to seek, that it is have served, but what of that for
NATIONA' EDI'MOAT
It looked as if we were going to the peoples say; they have trusted my duty is just as distinct as the
:1
4 46_,
AMOCI AT IONi
Buell Houston. Murray boy who have more winter the. first of last it to me and I have not made is Governor's or judicials. The legis/ 93 5
proud record, under the prevailing lative branch of the government is
is now employed by a firm of week but it blew over.
first, governing the governor and
leading
Hollywood.
California
lobes-col Is the talk conditions in Kentucky and other
Tobacco
I
ORLAN/ZIS JA /
-jewelers, right down on swank around here. Some have sold their states the fight for position for the courts in that the authority
reasons
selfish
have prevailed, for the courts decision is the legisSubscription Rates:-In First Congressiorsid District and Hlenry and Hollywood Boulevard, sends a dol- weed, but most of them are takwith the theory that to the victor lative act, and some very unforStewart Counties, Tenn., $1.00 a year; Kentucky; $1.50; Elsewhere, $2.00. lar bait for The lodger & Times ing it to .the association.
Will Cooper was on the sick list belongs the spoils, a thing or doc- tunate' decisions in recent months
Advertising Rates and Information about Calloway County market six months out there with this
t0000eo
Believe this dollar will last week with pneumonia but has trine that I can not subscribe to. has been to have to support the
furnished upon application.
save me time and money as I have recovered.. flo has been in our The office holder has no right to right of legislatures sto pass even
• the 'MOM. Of-cotli-se if a candi- unreasonable-law's. •
dislike for him, the • newspeDel been riding over to Glendale ever neighborhood and linty a few esdate goes in to a campaign, buy- The, legislative body today is
columns being filled with vitriol week just to read The Ledger & caped.
Mrs. C. Kingins of Coldwater is ing his way into office and the dormant but dit the first Tuesday
every time the Veteran's Compen- Times".
electorate supporting him then it in January each becomes alive
on the sick list this week.
sation or Bonus bill is mentioned.
natUrally follows. in many cases without any orders from any
Death is now described as a
There
was
a
birthday
dinner
at
have
we
year,
last
the
Until
Mg...Democrat joins the Ashland
"pleasant event with a feeling of Mr. Ind Mrs Cary Ritchie's Thurs- the one elected will try to get official and fo.r sixty working
deal
of
great
with
looked
a
never
Fred
Independent if defense
content" but despite
the toils. day, February 28. The celebri4s, back with gain what he has spent days cannot be interfered with by
M. Vinson, of this district, whom favor, upon the payment of the troubles and
in getting elected, but why should governor or court .because it is
strife
of
a
cruel
and were Lottie Cooper
and • trma
before
the Courier-Journal attacks edi- remainder of the bonus
people support the candidate for supreme for the term. hutsodien it
heartless
world
there
is
no
grand
Richie
and
of
course
they
just
ssut
torially in. a charge which we due.- this having spent two years
wtich 'does not carry a re- is adjourned sine die it Is 'deimant
rush
to
test
out
the
conclusions
of
bac.'
Roxie
Ethridge
made
bisthink unjust and unwarranted, with an illness having its base in
when he is until the governor by his constithe physician who made the fore- cuits and got the dough too thick. munerative Salary
that of being an instrument of the the World War service, we have going
statement.
It took two 41sucile Cooper and ipsncling excessive, amounts of tutional right may Assoc, a call if
Big Foi r lahacrn nonviajek. osschanited our mind from the perRoxtei to isoltTham out. But bOy.
fostering and supporting legisla- sonal point of view, and if the
rosy happen which is not best for ordinary session and sma; be in
We call attention to the fact that she is a good cook even though the people.
Congress to reduce tobacco government can roll dollars into
tion
session until the s next regular
every hop-scotch selaeine that is many • Murray property owners she did get the dough too thick
tax's.
session
automatically
adjourns
When a person. is elelectedand We. haii_a_goodalinnen. Those
-s
•
•
sit
hould-nonlio-o-have
put
aagplabiting
-their
propWe have many warm friends in
if the Veterans get out their bar- , erty too long. If every building present were: Mrs. Lottie Cooper represent you his vote is not his them, except in a -deadlock the
the Courier-Journal organisation
governor may adjotnii Item for a
rel.
in Murray • that needs painting and children Lucile, Nadean, James own to trade for personal gain.
but we don't think it includes the
period not to exseed four months.
years ago the Courier-Jour- gets it this Spring it will make a and Helen. Mrs. Elizabeth Sheridan When a man is elected to the genTwo
writer of such an editorial as we
Now to the geople a little advice:
Vinson and others vast improvemeiat in appearance and son Ernie G. Mr. and Mrs. eral assembly he -is bound to vote
nal
Mr.
attacked
saw recently regarding this matter,
The fact that even the legislature
because of lack of support to the of the town, preserve the prop- Cary Ritchie and family, Rosie, for the masses regardless of perin which the writer even bent so
has so incroachca upon the combPresident's Economy bill. We also erty and provide employment for Myrtle, Annie Nell. Franky, Harry, sonal friendship or penIonal gatn.
far as to quote excerpts from the
tutiods to make it almost of no
The
rank
of
Charlie.
peolatiehave
and
Sue.
Charlie
no
Cooper
way
Mr.
mita:deed
Vinson.
Many
have many men.
campaign matter of honest Hillof being represented except by the avail and the courts holding that
was the afternoon guest.
changed their minds since that
Fields. used in Mr Field's unsucRuby. Stone of Murray spent the one they elect while the rich or the legislature acted . within ita
time, but not the Courier-Journal.
The dollar is still worth only
cessful campaign against Mr. Vinrights although admitting the act
and we strongly stispect that this 59c by • detision of the Supreme week end with her cousin, Abiline special interests or political comson last summer.
uowise. ,NOw. T would- warn you
thrower of venom is the same per- court but it will still get you 52 Stone.
We, believe that it was the
to select well the people who wilr
son who sprayed Vinson and his issues .of the best weekly news- . A musical wit _held at the home
Courier-Journal,
during
which.
represent you in each house.
of Wheeler Suiter of Coldwater.
associates at that time,
paper
in
Kentucky
and
a
free
Mr. Field's administration as govNow. what .have I to offer you
All of this theory that the Vin- chance on the $97.50 living room Saturday night. March 2. Me moernor, frequently shied a rock at
except experiences of more sesissicians were Mr. .and grs... Boyd
son-Doses
bill
is
-Ore
-°Untying
suite
fo
be
given
awai
,-the
firit
.
-"•-- bins 'and'now- we,.11ritts It • quoting
sions than -tiny--member of your
Carter, Clyde Manning and Earl
cause is a theory on'our-part but Saturday in April.
him profusely to support its attack
Parker. I was asked to give the AT RILEY RADIO CO. EVERY district ever experienced in the
if - one knew the real truth .he
upon Mr. Vinson.
WEDNESDAY
history of the state! -but all extra
names of those present and I will
would probably find that either
Gingham dog and calico cat are do my
The Courier-Journal, it seems
sessions naturally were brought on
best: Abiline Stone, Ruby
the
tobacco
veiled
the
Courier-PHONE
107new engaged in a ;vicious spat- Stone, Lucile
like all metropolitan newspapers.
without my consent, and were exCooper, Roxie Ethwill go to any length to defeat or Journal's opposition to the Vet- Hooey Long and General Hugh ridge. Myrtle
ecutive orders.- My ants are before
Ritchie, Clyde Man.eran's bonus bill or the Louisville Hew-to-theline
embarrass a candidate or officer.
Johnson
and ning, Louise Manning.
W.
you.
Nell JohnOne finds them frequently doing low priced cigarettes: as charged may the General chew up Huey son..
I gained no pleasure from .opposRuby Darnell. Mr. and Mrs.
-by
the
Independent
and
It
it
eerY 'Land spit him out in fragments.
just that.
ing the fellows who worked, upon
DIAGNOSTRICIAN
Riley Carter, Will Stanley Rogers.
probable the writer is trying to
We think possibly that Mr. Vinthe opposite side, except I was
Otto Chester. William Howard
son's Stand as a representative of knock off two birds with one
prone to follow the dictates of my
A
big
portion
of
the
country
is
Stone,
Herman
Ten
Cooper,
ExPertence
Years
Charles
the ex-service men in Congress stone,
owl
ready and rive for a big. sprepos- Waldrop_Emma. Waldrop,
. Another fact that r
may also have something to do
leadership on my side of the difinto the picture is that Mr. Van- te. rous demagogue and both Huey Nell Waldrop. May Nell Atmwith the Courier-Journal's intense
ference as to how to raise revenues
strong, Beauton
'Armson, by his prominence and work
that 'Would burdn least those
in behalf of the tobacco growers. Catholic priest, can fill the bill. strong. Withal-it Smith, 'DolphuS
least able to pay.
•
Christenberry.
Louise
Darnell,
FOR-ALL • and ex-service men. is becoming
Rain
We fought' boldly to curb those
Would you say the legislature of Raiford DarriellaMr. and Mrs. Will
a little too popular in the state to
interests that would place the bur- .
Si,. and tarns
Snow.
fit
into
the
Courier-Journal's Louisiarra was coiivened or herd_ Darnell.
den -of go•s000snt upon - those ,
PHOTOS
gos
_
means
•
Jack Snow. Rune Haneline, Burt
scheme of things for the future.
who could not be heard in the
Haneline, Mr. and Mr/ Earl ParThe Courier-Journal owes it to
POSES
hall: of the general assembly, buts
A reformer is a
children. Mn. Bettie
person who ker and
the people of Kentucky to prove
we lost, but when we looked upon
has. Vinson is guilty .as mai_ wants you to let his conscience be Neal. Mr. and Mrs. Cook- Bolden,
.1Iade
the state's payroll and found 35
Mrs. Eunice Black and children.
feasance of office and bribery, your guide"
members of one house holding jobs
-Opal Snow. Paul Smotherman '
to Yon in 4 Minutes If thee have proof which justifies
"
•
•
besides the one elected to and in
Eura Wilkersont Odessia WilkesAnother thing about the run-o
the writing, of any ' sentence in
the other house five: members In
BAr4.?1", „ST
(
:
. 4{
ollood-Cissoo
tWe same position alf
& JACKSON STORE
A man guilty on-such trickery as overlooked in the general con- Carl Armstrong. Preston lisineline,
members consistaniy votnrg difRobert Radford, Earnest Stiller
fhat attributed to t'scrallinr•IUSI°P 'of f•dnlOg around cussin
ferently from me.
and
others.
'Out
the
COME'
other
faction:
-IN
If
a
condo
Congressman should be thrown out
.1 voted against putting the tax
date obtains a majoritysno run-0-K-Doe
on retail 'sales, because it falls
off is necessary. If the majority
hardeat, upon 4,12is-pnopgst people
FIRST SAPTIST C1FICRCH
doesn't decide on one. the election
whom I represent and second Cie
isn't Democratic.' -When will poguise Of relieving real estate was
Sunday School meets at 9:30 A.
litical questions be decided by
FREE OF MINERALS that does to relieve large_ holders Which are
facts and logic instead of preju- M.. Dr. • H: M. McElrath, superinfew in my district. It only eost me .
not demand as hard cleaning
tendent
dice?
• • .
a_lallet extra wnrk in ray ociressit
-aHorning wor'ship at 11 A. M..
agent& A& Atirdinary water
'oft-my'-property t
'1Y -Y.-a-IT
by" the pastor.
arol truTy
cost misPLENTV to install this ,than I pay out in sales tax, but.1
The Training Union meets- at
believe in advertising, take dawn
it was my- duty to protect those
that sign from over your door or 810 P. M._ R WS Churchill. direcdistilling or filtering equipment,
whom I represent.
on your window, quit making .win- tor.
but it is oorth that much to you.
I was for taxes upon the whisky
Evening Worship, at 7:30 P. aL.1
dow displays, do not have your
which has been thrust loosely and
name on wrapping paper or sacks: preaching by -the pastor.
boldly as a mist of, sin Over 'us.
or do not have the showman paint
The Woman's Missionary Society!
but they were there as' a 'baby
a sign for you, or do not put your meets Tuesday. 2:30 P. M. ••Mrs.
weighing a "ton, crying infant inname on a progrom ,and so on and W. T. Sledd. president
dustry." •
so on-for all these are advertisMithweek prayer meeting WedThe amusements which have .
ing in one. form_ 'bill ill used nesday, 7:30 P. M.. followed. by the
TELEPHONE
been unhaultered were to go free.s
together will,not equal Ledger & Weekly Teachers Meeting.
303
the retail trust which to get rid;
Times advertising to reach the 'A cordial Invitation is extended
of a just retail tax based upon
people Of-Murray and Calloway to all, to "Corm. Worship and
R. M. Pollard, Manager
volumn was to go free with. all I
Pray."
county.
organized interests go free and !
J, E. Skinner, Pastor

JUST JOTS

Salem News

$y Joe

•

it

Statement From Senator Turner

each of the 40 members who held do not want me. -so tt will be my
pleasure to wait developments and
special jobs never missing a click
my master's voice, the voice of the
to vote for them.
people.
deal
I see some hope of, a new
I have been away for four weeks
in Kentucky, for a governor who
and my business is drifting as a
will restore the government to
ship wilhoot a rudder but I hope
the people, who will seek to connow to get my spring lines whiptrol expenditures, reduce the small
into shape and give the pubdebt owed by our state which is ped
real service, good yalttes.
the smalelst in all the states ex- lic
1 hope those whom I have accept four, whose tax rate is lower
than any state in the union direct, commodited have not spent the
but don't be. fooled about these proceeds of this good crop and
licenses and taxes that come every other gainful endeavor without
meeting the obligation which you
time you breathe.
acI can not ask the voters who put your self under when
want only good government to commodated you, so come along
vote for me as 1 don't know who and Pay as you promised and vo
you want to represent you and as
to the special interests I know they as you please. T. 0. TURNER

TUCKY PRES
ASSOCIATION

Names - Not Claims

We- Stand With

Mr. Vinson

Radio & Refrigerator
Service

H. CARTER

FUN

Soft Water ..

1.
2.
3.
4.
56.

7.
8.
9,
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

18.
1e
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
-25.
26,
27.
28.
,_29.
30.
42•
33.
34•

LAST SATURDAY
Route

3.
M. W. Burkeen, Murray
Murray Route 1.
Mrs. Emma Hawks, Murray Route 6.
J, G. Glasgow, Murray.
J. E. Morris, Murray Route 3.
Fred M. Gingles Murray.
Rudd'
Rev.
,C. Almo.
G. W. Windsor, Murray Route 4.,
Mrs. R. L. Cannon, Murray Route 5.
F.P. Russell, Benton Route 3.
Clarence' Cooper, Murray Route 6.
Esq. J. B. Swann, Murray Route 1. P. L. Humphreys, Murray Route 1.
H. H. King, Hymon.
V. C. Wells, Murray.
-W. Dodd, Murray Route 2.
H. M. Martin, Murray Route 5.
Mrs. Eunice Roberts, Murray Route 7.
S. J. Roberts, Murray Rooute 5..
M. Linn, Murray.
Mrs. S. A. Cunningham, Murray.
L. A. Richersoo, Murray Route 7.
E. F. Wilcox, Murray Route 5.
Mrs. J. M. Falwell, Murray Route 8.
F. A. Wilkerson, Murray Route 7.
Mrs. S. F. Holeomb, Murray.
W. L. Hill, klazel Routa 2.
J. T. Taylor, Hazel Route 2.
Mrs. Lillie E. Mayer, Murray.
A. L. Arnett, Murray Route 4.
W. G. Melton, Highland Park, Mich.
Rev. J. E. Skinner, Morray.
Elder J. B. Brown, Murray.
Mrs. Helen Fewell, Murray Route 1.
E. H. Swift,

GROWING!

10c

.4. •

and Ddivereltihr-

t

These persons either renewed their subscription or became new subscribers to the-LEDGER &
TIMES.

Murray Route 1 has
L & T. Circulation, Oct. 1, 1934
L. & T. Circulation Route 1 now

224 boxes
163
179

-

NOW

Murray Laundry.

Relieves Headache
Due To Constipation

Look Out for the
MARCH LION!
Waiter is nOt near over as last_week's unexpected cold snap showed beyond a doubt.
_
4
•
Often, some of the bitterest cold of the year
comes- in Mart*-- Don't he caught "napping and
With a low supply of coal in your'bin,
,
Fill up with the4
.
10.grades Of West Kentucky
and East TenriesSee 'al-highest in heat units
and most comfort per dollar-and then you'll have
no worries about 1ce-eping warm.

Phone

A

64

Grade
for

and

Every

In Memoritim
In loving memory of -Flavious
Norman who passed away March
27, 1934.
Our hearts still ache with sadness
Our eyes shed many a tear
God alone knows how 'we miss
.
him'
As if ends the first sad year.
So sadly missed by lather awl,
mother-Elmus and Annie Nornsars

HAS
COME

It Paya to Tteaul the Claaatrieds

TIRES BATTERIES
ALL KINDS OF, ACCESSORIES PARTS, TOOLS

AT THE
LOWEST
PRICES

TO

Save

Need
ars-

I

'Thedford's Black-Draught NIA
been used in my family for years,'
writes Mrs. J. A. Hightower, of
Carthage, Texas, 1 take it for sick
headache that comes from constipation. When I feel a headache
ooming on, I take a dose of BlackDraught. It acts and my head gets
easy. Before I knew of BlackDraught, I would suffer two or
three days-but not any moresince
I have used Black-Draught."
Medford's BLACK-DRAUGIIT
Purely 'Vegetable Luzutive
MaMMILIP1 miss 7= Illiart;

Money

44"

-TELEPHONE 64-N

MURRAY CONSUMERS-CO-AiAND ICE COMPANY
a

(Incorporated)

M. L WHITP!ELI-,

Manager

NJ

Prompt, Immediate Service. No Need of Mail Ordering When We Beat Sprvice and Prices.

REPAIRMEN. GARAGES, FILLING STATIONS
'AND MECHANICS ESPECIALLY
ACCOMMODATED

MURRAY AUTO PARTS
505 WEST MAIN

STREET

•

"Oh darling,I couldn't wait'tit you got home to tell you
---our electric refrigerator will run over Olive hours for
a penny."...

Kentucky-Tennessee Light and Power Co.
Murray, Kentucky:

RYAN'S
It Must Be a Square Deal at

-""

.40.1...,en5-inearya

.i.I.(WE"°!',.44400M1100W0040111PEPKOlt
.

,

;

•

-4
"ohm..

•
•
•

••
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THE LEDGER & TIMES, MURRAY, KENTUCKY, THURSDAY
-------

so it will be my
developments and
s the voice of the

Kirksey Bracketed With
Lowes, Sedalia in Regional

-ay for four weeks
is drifting as a
udder but I hope
,prig lines whipaid give the pubgood yaltits.
'horn I have ac'e not spent the
good crop and
t'ideavor without
gation which you
nder when I act. so come along
promised and vo.

Starks, 3
Rowland, 4
C
Vaughan, 15
G
Pinkley
Ward
g
Underwood, 4
Subs. Hazel, James.

Centiord (24) NIL
Young, 6
F
Blalock, 13
'F
'F u
lton Is Rated To4March To Finals In Lower Bracket; Winchester,
4 C
Play Begins Friday Afternoon at
Buey, I
G
3:00 O'clock
Shoemaker, 7 G.

L. Grove (21)
Parks, 4
Story, 4
Cooper, 3
Scott, 8
Paschall, 2

District Champions and Favorites
in Second Regional This Week

Macedonia News

4

•

aims

x subscrip.EDGER &

. 6.

5.

Second Regional Pairings

•

Friday

7.

; 8.

Saturday

The Stray Dog
Menace -Must Be
Put Under Control

es.

224 boxes
163
179
•

I

••
P.Ine
Bluff New.5 I

FOUND-'
A New Joy In Reading With Correctly Fitted Glasses
_

will

•.1.

When we fit your eyes, you are
FITTED. You tan FEEL the difference and your friends can SEE the
difference.

Pleasant,,Valley'

Pleasant Valley
School News

VEACH'S REAL'
SERVICE
Vienna, Illinois

Let Us Help You Plan
an 'Insurance Program'
Begin Now ...

Washington Dee Cee Work Shirts

75c

Full Cut Work Shirt (made by Washington)

49c

Suits

$7.50 up

•

Dress Troubers, all wool

$1.95c up
39c up

Dress Shirts
100 pairs-Nunn-Bush, Friendly

•

of

Five, pair _. $2.95

our OXFORDS at SPECIAL reductions.

We want to' thank all of our customers and
friends for having made this SALE a success. We
_did far better than we had ever anticipated. Simply
'come in Saturday and put in your.full supply of
chithing and shoes for Spring.

THE FAMOUS

W. T. Sledd & Co.

eat at

NOTICE!

"If..It's New-We Have It"

$3.75
4.50x20 Tires
$3.75
_4.50x21 Tires
$4.50
4.75x19 Tires
$4.75
5.25x17 Tires
$4.75
5.25x18 Tires
Cumberland Batteries, guaranteed
for 12 months
$4.55
H•avy Duty Pinchproof Tubes
from
$1.00 upRex Beach Bill Swann John Waters

•••.- ••-••

•••••••••.--

.

R. H. FALWELL & COMPANY

They say they

must be collected at once and .1 am
FORCED TO COMPLY

H. C. BROACH

GENERAL INSURANCE
National Bank Building

Tax Collector

'4.
.
0

•-•

•••

•

ASO

v.,
V
•••••

a

-

(

The Murray City Council and the nurraY Graded School BOard''have authorized me to begin the
immediate enforcement of the collection of all delinquent'taxes,

There will be--nu mailed notices tt,
those who are delinquent. If you are delinq uentCALL AT THE CITY HALL AT YOUR
EARLIEST CONVENIENCE

Create an'estate through insurance.- The aver- ,
age man can save through payment of insuraince
more easily and 'safely than he can invest wisely.

•.

-eereeseeire-

Delinquent Taxes

• 11111•1111M,

•Or

"Tr

You Must Pay

SAVE COSTS TO BOTH QF US

coverage.

First

PURDOM BLDG. ..4
_

YOU ARE URGED TO SEE TO THIS
MATTER AT ONCE AND
AVOID EMBARRASSMENT AND

Many people risk their savings of alifetime,
home or business through failure to have proper

MURRAY OIL CO. STATION

,saseete'ese
-- -teenesetewseles4s--,...ssoise-sa,einer.----;.)--e.•.*„.».
-- •

Insurance for Every
Purpose

-AT-

•

DR.0. C. WELLS
OPTOMETRIST

-There is an-

LOOK AT THESETRICES!

•

4•"^-t%
"0",-4114011
4

PI Inf,11/1

90,e up

Work Trousers

ALL

/fin0000011

I

4-ASSFS

No more type dancing on the newspaper . . no more squinting, no more
after-reading headaches. Its an eye
thrill to wear the glasses which give
you efficient vision.

Obituary

WARNING!

MUMMY TODEBA TE
UN I0N UNIVERSITY
AT PARIS, FULTON

I don't believe I have ever
heard of much sickness as there
is at this time. "Aunt" Si, McClure isn't doing any good at this
writing. She has something similar to flu. W. R. Simmons is improving slowly after a short spell
of sickness. Mrs. Bob Williams' Phillips and Neely Creditably Represent Institution
little son. Billy Jean, is improving slightly. He has had measles
in First Attempt
and pneumonia. Billy Jean is well
of the measles but still has pneuMUNITIONS QUESTION IS
monia in both lungs.
ARGUED BY 3 TEAMS
Kitty Lax and her friend which
v
I didn't recognize when they pass. Before,,the high schools of Fuled by, motored down to Dave Mc-.
ton and Paris, Murray State will
Clure's Sunday week afiernows
,clash in a dual debate with Union
Kitty is attending Murray State
- University
of
Jackson. Tenn.,
'College this year.'' She is the
March 22.
daughter of the Rev. Herbert Lax:
Joe Horrell and Duchey Porter
Susan and Velma Lax spent
eall. . represent Murray Op the
iday evening with their uncle,
negative at Fulton; whtlers-Vtrgtt
Dick Simmons, near New ProviMitchell and James Miller will updence.
hold the
affirmative at
Paris,
I surely hate to give up our Tenn.
good neighbors, Mr. and Mrs. Dave
Making their first appearance in.
McClure. They are moving to the
college debating, Hugh Phillips of
Mark Logan place near Murray in
Almo and Sam Boyd Neely of
a short while.
Hazel creditably represented MurMr. and Mrs. Prentice Hart and
ray State in a forensic clash here
little daughter Janice are planning
with Morehead State Teachers
on 'coming to old Kentucky this
College -Monday evening, February
summer to spend a short while
18.
with Mr. and Mrs. Cleave Lax and
The opponents elf_ Murray were
the two ace debaters of Morehead's
P
Mr
ro.via
dn
ed
nc:-e14
." 11"b'Ef
Sam Givings and Will Morton team which won seven consecutive
Game *grew from Dentist •-tast Weds aphetee _Wile. _Ma-Sculls !norn*nesday after an unsuccessful trip 'tient. In spite of the heavy odds
against them. Murray's novices
in search of work.
Mr. and Mrs. Cleave Lax and held their opponents to the close
daughters, Susan, Betty Jo, and vote of 2-1 of the judges MoreVelma spent Sunday with Mr. head's men said the debate was
and Mrs. Dick Simmons near the best of any they had encountered this year, even in the tournaProvideoce.
Mrs. Hortie Houston and little ment at Conway, Ark.
The loss was the first of the
son, W. D., spent Sunday with Mr.
vide
Dick Simmons near year for Murray in the three debates already staged. Murray upProvidence,
Mr. and Mrs. Oren Simmons held the negative of the proposithat the nations
and little daughter. Sue, spent the tion. Resolved
day recently with Mr. and • Mrs. should agree to prevent the interDick Simmons near Providence. national shipment of sarms and'
munitions.
Miss sferoltne
Houston
and
_
Westy Adams were married SatMrs. Lola Vinson is very ill at
urday, March 2. Congratulations
her home on Rushing Creek.
to the couple.
Mrs. Hortie Houston and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Dill and Miss
W. R. Simmons spent Saturday Grace Vinson attended the big
afternoon
with Mr. and
Mrs. singing at Tharpe. Tenn., Sunday.
Cleave Lax of near Providence.
Mr. and Mrs. Ruel Garland are
Preaching services will be held the parents of a fine son, born last
at Macedonia on second ,Sundays Sunday.
He has been
named
in the afternoon at 2 o'clock. An s_Rehert Morris. ss
Invitation is -mended- -to ev-iry
Mrrs. Jennie Whitford of Tharpe,
one to pleaee come and bring some
Tenn., is. visiting Mrs. J. D. Dill
one with you.
I think I - have written -all the this week.
Euin McDougal spent the week
news in this neighborhood _so
end with h.is parents. Mr. and Mrs.
will close for the present.
Warren McDougal Of near Bran-"Beautiful"
don's Mill.
Hiss Hazel Dennis- teacher of
They have been there quite a
Pine Bluff school, spent' the week
while-Leaping Lena.
end with her parents of near
Wives Tenn.
•
, Mrs. Nettie Vinson. and Miss
Mary Harriet Vinson are on the ,
.
• -- aka* List setstiisis-writings also Mra---•;•&
As the editor is. asking for news Oscar Vinson. There have been
s's
and more news, I will write a few several cases of flu and pneumonia
items from this .place.
in this community.
.
4

Subs. Lynn Grove, lianchne.
Kirksey, winner of the seventh !thrilling battle of the tourney.'
district, received the lions. share Nerves and hair stood on end in
Semi-Finals
in drawings held here Sunday 'after- the hectic Murray-Concord tilt.
Pos
(44)
noon for the Second
JUrksay
Faxon (7)
Regional
With a four point advantage and
Bogard, 3
Tournament to. be held here Fri- two, minutes to play, the desperate McCuiston, 14 F
day and Saturday at the Murray Red Birds tied the score. With H. Bazzell, 2 7
Tutt
High School. Kirksey drew the 13 secends to play and a field Washer, 12
Ross, 3
'C
Walker, 1
unfavorable position in the upper basket benhind, the cool ladroit Curin'harrs 6 G
Morris
bracket with Lowes and Sedalia Blalock knocked the bottom out Dixon, 2
Subs. Kirksey, Copeland, 4; C.
whom
they must face
before of the netting .to knot the count
reaching the finals.
and pandemonium broke loose on Bassett, 2; Adams, 2. Faxon, Gant,
Roberts.
Kirksey has won over Lowes the Concord side of the house.
this season by a narrow margin on
last. .dying.. gasps at taw Marra,' (241. Foe .Cenaerd .1244
lheiroWn floor adalthough they regular time Murray twice missed Covington. 9 F
Young, 7
have not met Sedalia, the Graves crlps and
when the
overtime Flora. 2
F
Blalock, 9
countians are ranked among, the started Concord was confident and Starks, 1
Winchester, 2
C
strongest
teams
along
with the Tips% dismayed. After a des- Faughan. 9
G
Huey,
Kirksey and Fulton and Lowes perate struggle neither team cow "'Nerd, 4
Shoemaker
G
named, .the outstanding fives to count from the Hoar but Pat CovSubs. Murray, Irvan. Concord,
seek regional honors.
ington was fouled by Blalock with Henry.
Fulton drew 'the weaker bracket less than half a minute to play.
. Finals
With Hopkinsville, Beelerton and Pat nonchalantly dropped in his
Murray. Fulton has played con- only free opportunity of the entire Kirksey (42) Pos.
Murray (15)
sistent ball this season and prob- contest and the battle was in the McCulston, 10 F
Covington, 2
bag.
ably has the surest shot of any
Flora, 5
H. Bazzell, 4 F
team in the regional of reaching
The game was an z_a_s_t_.isselim
__Starks
16
C
tile finals.
the finals between the Eagles and Cunnham, 14 G
Faughan,
The opening game will be pla
e Tigers, the latter never hav- Dixon.1
Ward, 2
G
ed by Kirk_sey .and Lowes Friday ing..a -chance against the. superior --Subs. Murray. Irvan.
_
at 3 p. m. and will draw con- heighth. accuracy and speed of
tournament
At
the
close
of
the
siderable
interest. The second the agile Eagles.
Referee August Throgrnortin, of
game will be between Sedalia and
Te Kirksey Eagles: sitting, left to right, Adams, guard; H. Bazzell, captain and
Faughan, Murray, was probably Marion. presented Kirksey with
Crofton. Little is known of Crof- the
outstanding
player of the the 'W. T. Sledd & Co. silver forward; McCuiston, forward; Cunningham, guard; C. Bazzell, center; back row, kneelton but they are rated to be fairly
tournament
and with
Blalock, trophy, the Eagles getting perma- ing, Washer, center; Dixon, guard; Copeland, forward; Burrell Darnell, coach.
sure win for the Graves Countiana. clever
little Concord
forward, nent possession by virtue of having
In Friday nights games Hopkins- completed
the
all-star
team. won the county tournament three
vine will meet Fulton and the
Faughan'S
great
work
almost times. The Tigers were presented
Murray Tigers will meet Reelersingle-handedly pulled the Tigers with the Murray Conswners Coal
ton.
--through the opener with Hazel & Ice Co. trophy tor being runThe same officials who managed and he was a Powerful
factor in ners-up.
the Seventh District -play were the Concord
victory, getting some
Edd Filbeck
was tournament
named to, handle the .Second notable assistance
from Pat Cov- manager and did such an able
Regional with August Throgmortin. ington.
Kirksey .
Faughan's 15 points in the job that ..he was ,elected manager
referee, T. -Sledd, timer, Joe T. Hazel
game was the highest total of the .regional tournament to be
Lovett and .Ralph Wear, scorers achieved
3:00 P. M.
by any player in any held here this coming week end.
and Ed Filbeck, tournament man- position in
Lowes
the whole tourney.
ager.
Young, of Concord, who has
9:30 A. M.
It was voted to allow visiting
Crofton
teams 20c per mile one way with been a season's sensation and the
expenses ceasing after defeat un- leading scorer for his team, was
4:00 P. M.
less the defeat came in an after- outshone in the tourney by his
Sedalia
noon session and in such case the teammate. Blalock, though it must
losing team is to be allowed one be said that Young -was watched
8:00 P. M.
WINNER
meal. The coaches voted a reso- like a hawk and covered like the
The stray, dol menace must
Hopkin'ville
polar
cap
with snow. Bucy played
lution
asking
the
tournament
be put under control in Murray
P,
maneger, Ed_Filbeck, to write the an aggressive game at guard for
and-- Calloway county offictra
State Tournament officials protest- the Red Birds.
and health officers state in
--Fulton
H. Bassett, captain and forward
ing the selection of Frank Lane for
interest of the protection of the
10:30 A. M.
the state tourney. The objection of the Eagles, hadeto be left off
livestock and the protection'
the
all-star
team
for
lack
of
a
Verray
was. on the basis that Lane was
from rabies.
primarily a referee of college place. It was too bad for BarThree _dogs have been -killed
8:30 P.111.
rett
played
a
heady,
nifty
game
games and the state tournament
that were rabid since the first
throughout
and
was,
great
on
the
Beelefton
-was the only high school event
of the year and this outbreak
he handled and due to different floor. His score was low as he
of rabies is usually not expectfed
the
ball
to
his
team-mates.
styles, of play involved a more
ed
until the
hot summer
Only Captain Scott lived 'up to
ridge, and the primary teacher,. Orleans, La., Sunday with Mrs.
desire;ble official with high school
months and 15 days.
mouths: Last year the spread
111,rxperlerice was desired by the expectations on Coach Jeffrey's
He was married to Ethel' Toed Murrell* Blaolck, went .to, the iloaes'i'sian. J. L lie had been in
of 'rabies resulted in a 'dog
Lynn
Grove
Wildcats
but
his
efsecond regional - eeeehes.
July 3, 1917. To this union four shew last Wednesday. They. .said the hospital there' for the tan
quarantine. Two were killed
forts were insufficient to enable
children were born. Irene. Esse, that David CopPerfield was the 14 months. He is very low at the
at Hazel and one at Taylor's
his team .to overcome the Red
s*,,Ths Airkse
sy faiglessed4e-on feytie
1..laciKc....tiaat,z.Ette.v ,...ttast .excr....72re.r.D.L
- --- - ...V-frttrayMYTIA- ormie .i-Fs•ter•-•
4 seen on the screen.
moCithe
llitt
r, lj'feo.ur- e-rettvresS
aled
tik-jill
orites to capture the 7th district
an Paducah. has
1Viarvin
Thonias,
of
Along
with
the
enforcement
led
20-17
at
the three-quarters
tournament at Murray. did juet
and two sisters to mourn his passRobert Murray Cunningsem and been visiting friends and his sis' of the state law in regard to
mg.
that in nee style, breezing through pole, the Red Birds scoring 9 to
Charles Sparks were rtinning and ter of this .cortununitY.
the licensing of dogs. Calloway
three foes in handy style and 1 for She 'Cats 'in the final sprint
He professed faith in Christ at aecidentally crashed together and
authorities are working to enA large crowd attended the
to the wire.
amassing the remarkable total of
an early *go and united veith_ the Robert Murray fell on the, walk services conducted' by Elder Thos.
force it also from the standS-cores:s34
-poin4.s
by
their
to a total_ of
140
His Pate - Sunday afternoon at thMissionitSY'Baptist church.-- 11 and Injured his- sitettisks,
point of health.
e-44
First Round
opponents.
rener bone prnhebly was broken. Pleasant Valley Church of Christ
was a kind father and a testi
Persons who have reason to
KIrksey
(54)
Pos.
Almo
(12)
The Eagles were never threatencompanion, his friends were numbelieve that a rabid dog has
The fifth grade has been mak- .The young people of this comMcCuiston. 9 F
C. Lassiter, 3
ed in a single game • and, only in
bered by the ones who knee/ him. ing poetry, perhhp-s'silme of them Munity gathered at the home of
bitten their dog or children are
H.
Bassett,
10
Lassiter,
1
F
J.
the final against Murray High did_
He was ill only a -few days and later in life will be great poets.
urged to keep the guilty dog
Steele, 5
Mr.• and Mrs. Otis Eldridge ..Sun,f
thev_actually_ turn on their full Washer. .8....Cdied audderd*._
ula inf.,eumetsinn,
se= at eur l-Ktay 111gnt.
u
Tacèi1iiñ
power. They
all.
shock
to
school Monday afternoon.
Beale, 2 once as, although the dog is
_G
-conduct.
, Barber Edwards the all-tournament selection of Dixon,
rabid, it will not show up in the
May God bless every friend and
Sups. Kirksey, Copeland, 8: C.
The high school is going to „start a singing school at the Pine Bluff
five. McCuiston, forward; Washer,
analysis of the head until it has
neighbor -for the kindness they to work on another play soon. Baptist church, beginning ,WedBazzell,
4;
Adams,
Almo,
Rob6.
center; and Cunningham. guard.
developed.
have shown.
Look for 'the title and character nesday night, March 6. -14- -will
The feature of the tournamebf, erts, Stroud, Scott 1.
The city has under considersketches-Dum Dora and Flapper continue for 10 nights.
however, inasmuch as Kirksey's Faxon (22)
Pos. T. School (15)
ation a plan to carry out withA precious one from us hail gone. Fannie.
A quilting was given at- Mrs.
victory was almost a foregone conTutt,
F
J. Parker, 3
in the next few weeks to rid
A voice we loved is still,
Eliza -Salyer's last Week.
The
clusion, was the amazing brilliant Bogard, 13
Harris, 5
,F
Murray_ of stray dogs,
A place Is vacant in our home
neighbors quilted: two beautiful
play of Coach Ty Holland's Mur- Ross
Glass, 3
C
Which never can be filled.
„._.
quilts
ray high Tigers. Picked to have Morris
Turnbow, 2
-Written by Wife and
Mr. and Mrs. S. D. Stewart, Earl
a close time with Hazel and oer- Walker, 4
Gibbs
G
Children
Hello everybody.
Knight. Thelma and °riche Geerin
tain, if they passed the first haSubs. Faxon. Roberts. 3; Barnett.
E. 0. Rowlett. is at home now attended an all day singingr at
zard, to fell before Concord, or Gant. 2. T. - School, Overby, 3.
after a fgw, days 'work in Padu- Marne. Tenn.. Sunday. They rePlenty thornpson -Vat- -beim
Lynn Grove the snarling Tigers
cah.
ported a big time.
Hazel (21) July 20, 1893; departed this life
'brushed off Hazel in a final half Murray (24) Pos.
Charles Benton and Hardin ElMrs. Lula Jones' and Mrs. R. R.
Owen, 4 Feb. 4. 1935
F
rally and then defeated Concord Covington, 2
Age. 41 years 6
Parker returned home from New kins have gotten work in Detroit.
Miller. 9
F
Saturday morning in the mast Flora, 4
We ask you to look for us again
ENROUTE NORTH OR WEST
so here we are.
-STOP AT-..
School is going on very 'nicety,
except several are absent this
week. Edward Jones has a brother Very ill and he is missing school
to be with him.
WHERE 147 JOINS 11. S. 45
The teachers of Pleasant Valli:),
Saturday will'be the LAST DAY that we are goShortest and Best Routes to
school and several of the students
ing to offer merchandise at the low prices we have
Chicago and St. Louis
attended the basketball tournaNow is the
been giving for thil last six, weeks.
FREE INFORMATION
Although we haven't a
ment.
time for you to buy your Plo_arui Work Shoes.
to all points north and west
team, we are very much interested
REST ROOMS, FREE ICE WATER in the other schools of the counWe are offering Star Brand Shoes in capped or
SINCLAIR GAS AND OILS
ty.
plain toe from $1.15 up.
in making plans to create an
We Especially Invite Our
•
Lurline Eldridge, Robert Murestate for the safety and
Kentucky Friends
ray Cunningham, Ophelia Eldate of your loved ones.
$1.75 up
WORK SHOES (Star Brand)
INSURANCE
•••••••111M......r.ww,min‘
PROGitnsq*
SAFEGUARD YOUR SAYBull's Eye and Washington Pee Cee
.
'eINGS WITH INSURANCE
$1.25
OVERALLS
POI,

0. TURNER

At
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The wastebasket - at the postofmet the Training School debate deacons In the pastor's study next
team February 22. There was no Monday night at 7:15 o'clock.
flee had a full day Monday. A
decision.
big batch of -Box-holder. adVer"ALL ALWAYS WELCOME"
Mr. Lassiter attended the printieing arrivill..!-Ittlhl5 - 31mplieute,
slit
last
Pastor
Motley,
the
for
B.
roll
E.
honor
The
cipals' meeting held at Murray
And one never sees the wastebasfollows:
weeks is as
Monday afternoon and they dekets stuffed with local newspapers,
Freshmen: Halline Lassiter, Mary ciclecleall the questions in regard to
does one?
now
Column.
Classified
'Read
the
Margaret Roberts.
the interscholastic tournament to
Brown.
Ray•Grizzell snd Dick Parker of and burial services in Benton Fri*athleen
be held at Hazel March 18.
Sophomores:
C.
the American Book Co„. were day afternoon for M. B. Cooper,
sines, Thomas Roberts.
Alm° drew Lynn Grove In the
citizen,
Benton
prominent
former
Dr.
of
night
guests last Thursday
Wood, Joe first round of debate and if we
W.
G.
grade:
Seventh
who died in Washington, D.• C.
and Mrs. W. H. Graves. Rob Beale, Robert lrytuelierndon, win that debate we will debate
Mr. Cooper was the father of
Mr and Mrs. A. F. Yancey 'spent
Ikvelyn Clendenon, Roy Gibbs Hazel in the second round. The
popular
a•
was
who
Coope.r.
Paul
first round debates start Tuesday,
Friday night with friends in -MayGrearn. Joe Ryan Coopttr.
pitcher for She Murray Baseball
March 12. The second round will
field and attended the dance: .
JenPhillips,
Elvin
grade:
Fourth
war.
the
after
tearn,shortly
be on Wednesday and finals ThursMcLucille
Mary
Mr. and Mrs. Oren Keys anJenkins,
V.
nie
attended
Wrathet
0.
Supt. M
day of that week.
nounce the birth of a daughter on the .cl- lcation exercises for the
Dermott.
The Almo school had no news
March 1. She has been named new Benton school building there
Second grade: Rubye Nell Clefssent in last week because the
Mary Maxine.
denon.
•
•
Tuesda y
First grade: Johnston Burkeen, school reporter was ill.
Jost rioeived large shipment of
Lovely new spring coats and
Myrtle Helen McKinney.
abeand band furniture. Maurice
Farmer
the
at
dresses
and
suits
FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Cram, Basement Ford Garage.
Hart Dress shoppe.
Several students .have been abMr. and Mrs. Na! Ryan Hughes
Eugene lik,'1,,man v.-as admitted
Sunday school at 9:30. W. Z.
sent this week and last due 'to inand Mr. and Mrs, Fulton Farmer
to tjaie ,Keys_-/louston Hosrtal
superintendent . Largest
itir.,41,enea,and..Mr. Lassi- Carter,
treatment
ter were absent two days last- week attendance last Sunday we have
Friday evening.
,urday for
are
Beaman
well*hut were able to return this Week. had in three months. Let's keep
Rev. and Mrs. Roy
•
' Mr. John T. Houston,
the parents 6ra-7-daughter. born at known aged farmer, is irnprovJACK HOLT. FLORENCE RICE and EDMUND LOWE, in THE James Stroud, a members of the it up.
WedsuPhOmore class ,is ill with pneuPreaching next Sunday at 10:45
the Keys-Houston Hospital
inc rapidly at his home east of BEST MAN WINS,'' at the CAPITOL SUNDAY and MONDAY.
There are five real reasons why every farmer in
monia. The entire school wishes A. M. and 5:00 P. M. by the pasnesday. March 6.
Murray of a prOlomeett attack of
vale.
health.
in
proved
this section of the country and Calloway countor. Loren Putnam will sing at
him a speedy recovery.
Y. Langston. Oklahoma City. hic--coughs. . Mr. Houston sufMrs. R. M. Bergman, Jr.. and
C. H. - Broach will leave SaturThe Negative debate team com- the morning service.
ty in particular, should grow Lespedeza.
-vi4tirig his lather. Mr. Rufe fered from this malady for about
'
. 40--UJimmie, of Irvine. Ky., posed of Fieldon Scott. Charles
Young people's meeting at 6:15
I..ingston this week. Mr. Langs- 10 days while visiting his son in day or Monday for Florida where little son.
he ,will :spend several weeks fur and J. B. Hay -Of Memphis were Johnson. and Cartelle Lassiter will Sunday evening under direction of
land
ton senior celebrated his 80th Detroit last summer.
1.-Lespedesa will stop soil erosion-the washing of your
your
guests last week of Mr. and Mrs. meet the Lynn Grove affirmative Fulton Farmer.
the benefit of his health.
-and did you ever stop to consider Just how much of
the
. . , birthday Monday and his son joinof
Goidie 'Orr, manager
Filbeck.
land is washing assay every year'
We have the Maytag Washing Ed
Prayer meeting Wednesday night
team Tuesday afternoon of this
ed .123.m for the occasion. Mr. Murray -Marble WOrks. was conAm loading a car of poultry week here.
successnew. Come in and see
at 7:00 o'clock.
Langston has been quite
fined to his home_on • West Main Machine
.
Too many farmers
heavy Ij The affirmative team from. Almo
-yosr-aire-interested•
Monthly meeting_ of elders an*
__11.Lespedess will help you rebuild soil. Ileitis
• fut. it
street with influenza
that wtW yield„
cultivating
living
a
make
to
trying
clear
Sc
roosters,
old
are
leghorns;
Mik
Bros.
lie
Sexton
Parker.
•
Nathan
City.
Oklahoma
:in
crop
the week
hardly a half crop, even under the most favorable
Co.
Clopton
W.
J.
feed.
of
Nashin
is
Farmer
Mike
Mrs.
Little Miss Naomi Lee Whitnell
Dr. F. E. Cranford. Dentist. First
conditions.
purmaking
is
she
ville v, here
Mrs. Thomas Etheristae of Henry.
Natl. Bank Bldg. TeL 192-W. U has been quite ill of croup for
r 'the Farmer-Hart Dress
chases
from
Tenn., is visiting Mrs. Vernon
Victor•Rloomer. of Camp Murray. several days.
3.-Lespedeza will furnish splendid pasture for live stock
in mot
Shoppe
Jane to October. No one ever has enough pasture
g patient It theKeys-Houston
John W Robertson has returned Stubblefield. Sr.
weather.
dry
daring
poultry
Am loading a car of
'Summer, and Lespedeza will thrive
_
Hospital this week.
Will Perdue was abie to return
fie-A bawson Springs where he
Friday. Pas ing 15c heavy hens; - John Miller has been Chosen underwent an examination by the to his home Sunday following a
any of
Ilc leghorns: 5c old roosters, clear referee for the First Regional U. S. Veterans Bureau.
4.-Lespeetza makes excellent hay. It can he sown on
recent operation at the Clinicyour grain crop is harvested,
after
and
small
the
of feed. J. W. Clopton Ca.
grains.,
year.
this'
Fteidland
at
Tournament
Mrs. John Whitnell has been Hospital.
will make a good yield of hay.
Elmo Callow-as was dischar4td
_Squire Wert:Alderson is able to quite ill of a severe cold for the
Vernon Stubblefield, Sr.. is the
• from the Clinic-Hospital Wednes- be out after being confined with
guest of .his sister. Mrs. R. M.
several days.
5.-Lespedeza is economical, the seed can be had al, most reasday to return to his borne near illness for the past three weeks. past
hose. Walker. of Memphis.
onable prices; you do not have to lime or otherwise preClaussner
quality
Wear
Buchanan. Tenn.
cold
Mr. Alderson suffered a severe
pare your land, it w1.14, gross on any kind of soil, even old
Reibt James Stubblefield .has
Mist Kleianeri-Gailin-.will -go- _tia. And • blifiri5aChed-- tmeurnorria. He newest inning._ohadoak Farmer-Hart
worn out sour land.
•
been confined to his home with
• Paris - this week end where she was able to be out after' last Wed- Dress Shisppe.
.
week.
this
illness
_fashion
the
in
spring
mesiel
Deweese.
will
'
W. A. ''Uncle Abby"
..
The improved varietie1 are Sericea, Korean, Kobe, and Ko,
..show there being ,put on by the
Mrs. Frank Albert Stubblefield
Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Churchill 68 years old, former ja-ller of Mar.'
rean, and the common variety known for many years as Japan
Miss
her
.Shope.
with
Fashion
Hollywood
were in Paducah Tuesday in inter- shall county, was killed early spent the week-end
clover. All of these varieties are annuals, but will reseed. There
Miss Igroy est, cif. completing plans for the Thursday morning when struck by parents in Mayfield.
will .visit
Gatlin
is a new variety known as Lespedeza Sericea. which is perren-7
-1-• 'Scruggs and friends there:
4/01 `-'
Western Kentucky -Funeral Direc- .a automobile near Sharpe, 't Kirll'Poel is ill With flu at his
Lespedeza should be sown during the last half of March' or
ial.
I
Mrs.
The home On West Olive stneet.
Mrs Naty Ryan Hughes and
tors Association meeting there in northern Marshall county.
A good seeding is 20 to 25 . pounds per acre. However,
April.
'Don DUM3S were visitors in Mem- April. Mr.'Churchill is secretary- two occupants of the car were
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Hughes
afford that much, a stand case,be secured with 5 to
can't
you
if
phis this weck
strangers but stopped and obtain- and Mr. and Mrs. T Sledd, Jr.,
treasurer.
acre. Where the light seeding is used, it should
per
pounds
10
MELORINE,-.% delightful prepto ed a doctor. Mr. Deweese die!d were visitors in Paducah Monday.
.Carlus _Fruiters was admitted ,to
not be cut or pastured the first year. For full particulars rearation for Chapped Hands. Face the Clinic-Hospital this .weeli
within a few -minutes.
Mrs. Ruth Warterfield has been
garding the details of this great soil builder, talk to your coun-,
and Lios and roughness of the treatment.
Frances Jibnes, daughter of Rev, elected assistant home demonstraty agent or H. T. Waldrop, director Pure Seed Association,
skin. Makes the skin soft. white
poultry
of
Mrs.
county.
Am loading • car
arid Mrs. L. L Jones underwent lion agent in Graves
State of Kentucky.
and smooth. Kid gloves can be Friday. Paying 15c heavy hens: an operation for appendicitis at the Warterfield. who was home densorn immediately' after its use. ilc leghorns: 5c old roosters, clear, Keys-Houston Hospital the latter onstrator in this county for several
. THE PEOPLES SAVINGS BANK IS DEEPLY INTERESTTry it at Wear's Dese-tittere.-- -years' before her - marriage-Se
of feed: -1-er. Clayton Co. •
part of last week.
ED- IN THE WELFArtb err THE-YARMERS IN THIS-COUR
Mrs. H. B. Bailey and
Littie Billie Jean Baucom. son of
Just received reconditioned re- nett Warterfield. succeeds • Mrs.
.TY, AND URGES A LIBERAL USE OF LESPEDEZA THIS
attended''r• !"..!k-ral
T
YEAR, BECAUSE WE KNOW IT WILL BE TO YOUR ADVANFlorence Bennett, who has gone tir"
Mr. and Mrs. T. 0. Baucom is con- frigerators at bargain prices. '
TAGE. WE CORDIALLY INVITE YOU TO DROP IN AND
_fned .to the home in College-AddiSam Boyd Neely, Hazel, was re- Mayo Brcis. clinic.
TALK IT OVER WITH US.
Clifton Smith. Hazel Roote, untion with scarlet.. fever.
nently named secretary-treasurer
Boyd Gilbert president of the of the Henry Clay Oebating Club derwent a tonsil operation at the
West Kentucky Funeral Directors. at Murray State College. He was Keys-Houston Hospital' last week.
Senator T. O. Turner left Mon.
Association. ,was in Paducah Tiles-. also made a member of the proday completing arrangements for gram committee as was Reanos day night for St. Louis to buy
AND YOU'LL ALWAYS KNOW IT IF YOU
new Merchandise for .hs stores.
the program for the meeting to be Newton. Murray.
Atty. ,and Mrs_ Joe Lancaster
.held there in April.
Mr. and Mrs. C. M. Boone and
PHILLUP WITH PHILLIPS ATBob Fair has bought the Joehlin daughter, El Dorado. Kansas. spent[spent, Sunday in Paris with 16te
MURRAY, KENTUCKY
place on North Fourth street and hire days here last week with Mr. Lancaster's relatives.
on a_ss it -is
as- *
sclikirtove
0 a Jr. and -M5r. and Mrs. William Jeffrey
a—fine son.
ack,rripletely remocge-d.
Walter Boone. Their mother, Mr's. are the parentsMrs. Clifton Morris and daugh- 0..B. Boone, Sr.. Clytheville. Ark., Thomas Turnery Jeffrey, who was
ter Joanne are' spending the week ateornpinied them here and re- born at Keys-Houston Clinic on
.
with her parents Mr. and Mrs.
Sunday tklare re- .March 5.
Burnett Warterfield, Mgr.
24-Hour Service
Murray
- J. T. Hughes' of the
turning" home.
s • Morgan. Paducah
4r
a
Harcitp_Morris,returned last Sat- . Miss
-Jones. daughter Lumber Co., C. L Sharborough,
urday' from Roswell New Mexien of Rev, and *rt. L L Jones was the Calloway County Lumber Co.,
the Keys-Houston together with Tudor Janes, May-where -he- -and Mrs. Morris and discharged
daughter have been spending the Hospital Sunday 'following the field, and Cliff Treas. Benton. attended the state lumbermen's corkwinter_ Mrs. Morris. and daugh- recov
of a recent operation.
at
ining there for- a
loading a car of poultry vention in Louisville the
. _'first
THESE dim its ;strictly terse-k.
ay :Paying '15e twee,. -bens; te wee
wn-iTe Toffer.
to
clothes
I der to put all your
Mr. and Mrs. Foreman Graham
A good used small Si
lie leghorns: Sc old roosters. clear
active use. We cad help you. IlLsurice Cram.spent the first of the week in St.
of feed. J. W. Ciopton Co.
Mrs Douglas Hargrove. • Got;
Elmer Hinton, Seattle. Washing- Louth where Mr. Graham bought
We can restore - the original
to the ton, was the guest of his sister, new merchandise.
den Pond. was admit
shape and color and smartness
Sunday Mrs. Harry I Sledd arid family
Hlfal
Mrs. M. L. Logan left this week
Keys-Houston
to your last, season's frocks
nt.
-home with her daugh!Or tre
to make her
Mr.
Hinton
morning
end.
over
the
week
•
J. Jennings. has been a labor mediator for the ter Mrs_ Joe Eldridge and Mr. Eld0.
and
Mr
80c
Ladies' Dresses
the recgral Government • for 18 years ridge in East St. Louis. A...sale of
who have _ -'been Spending
Texas and California and is high ,up in his department. farm and home. belongings was
?winter
lafives. are expected to
with
He came here form Cleveland. held this week following the death
in Murray by .the latter part Ohio, where he has been sitting in of Mr. "Logan recently.
. Willie Salyers was discharged
I -next week. They will visit a labor conference.
. ton _Hospital
linus
Reys;_
J. Wpeoria
. Hamrick
their daughter. Mrs. C. B. Porter
Judge and Mrs. ior
.iamily. -lifehrptrte-before-re
ft
•
Charlet - Smith is making atturning home. Mr. Jennings. who where, they-are spending the week.
had an-attack -of influenza before
Miss Elroy Scruggs. Paris. was rangemeats to build a home on the
PHONE
going away last fall._ is, much im- the guest of Miss - Eleanor Gatlin property, adjoining the New Concord Milling Co., and workmen
last week end
Miss Ruth Cutchin had an Opera- have been busy this week digging
tion for the removal of her tonsils the basement.
A marriage license was issued
' at the Clinic-Hoapital this week.
Don't fail to read the Davis last Friday, to W. B. Miller ancf
EISie Donelson. both of Almci
Dress Sboppe ad this week.
Dr. and Mrs F. E. Crawford The bride is the daughter of Mr..
last and Mrs. L. A. Donelson and the
were
visitors in Paducah
bridegroom is the son of Mr. and
Thursday night.
Mr.. and Mrs. JaCk Gardner and Mrs. W. H. Miller. '
A marriage license 'was issued
• little daughter of Bardwell spent
: the week end with rciatives in last Saturday to. Brent Hart and
Lottie Ferguson _both of Puryear,
, Murray.
Mr. and Mrs: Marshall Berry and Tenn.
Of the scores of new names on our subscciation list
and renewal subscriptions to The Ledger &
Miss Jane Oliver wag called to
son .of Marion spent the week-end
more than 75 per cent—by actual questioninle.—have
since
year
any
than
faster
in
are
coming
Times
EW
with her parents. Mr. and Mrs_ B. her home in Corning. Ark . Saturbeen 'readers of their neighbors''paper and have dethis newspaper was established—not even exceptF. Schrogder, and attended the day because of the death of her
cided to subscribe for themselves.
father.
ing 1929. And believe it or not, our subscription rebaskeTball tournament
Mrs. B. 0 Langston 'and Mrs.
'Mrs. F B Outland has. returned
ceipts last yeiir were greater than in 1929. Last' year,
Mr. Business Man, this fact proves to you that the
from a intnith's -Visit with relatives Thomas Redden were 'guests of
we-thought we had reaehed the top—yet our subscrip"Not Everybody in Calloway County Substatement
Mrs. Geo. Smith in Benton Saturin Texas.
•tion receipts in Februarcy this year were _58 per cent
The Ledger & Times But Nearly Everybody
to
scribes
day.
'Paris.
of
• Mrs: C. E Glasgow.
more than February last year.
Reads It” is true.
Jean. young daughter of Dr and
. Tenn., was .diseharged from the
is
D.
A.
Butterworth,
Mrs.
very
ill
' Keys-Houston Hospital Friday
Just S sample, on November 25, 1934, we had 85
least
at
Kentucky
of
Never before in-this section
Lots of good used kitchen cabi- with flu and complications
subscribers on Hazel Route 1. On January 4, we had
a
of
interest
reader
and.
coverage
popularity,
the
has
nets.
Maurice Cram. Basement
88. Today, 95 subscribers regularly get their, paper
weekly newspaper been so eonvincingly demonstrated.
Of all our modern machinery,
Ford Garage.
Equip your farm wtt-h--the best in farm maon Hazel Route 1—practically 60 per cent.
Mrs. H. P. Wear are financial machinery is the most
Mr
.
and
chinery and _increase your production 'and at tv,,
But there is another reason besides the confidence
visiting their 'daughters. Mrs. Paul crude, primitive and inadequate.
Sell these anxious buyers through the paper that
same time save yourself froirythe most strenu,
Willis. and Mr. Willis, and Mrs. That seems to be what is holding
and interest Calloway county people have in The
has quantity but also quality in circulation.
only
not
• lator.
„Raymond Pearson. and 'Mr. Pear- us back,
Ledger & Times. There is more money in Calloway
The paper that is read, trusted and believed by its
Nasnville.
of
.
family
son
and
kind
every
in
COMS in and let u& show you the CASE TRACcounty running around looking for values
readers.
Mrs. Jack Beale visited her son.
_
of commodity and service than for the past six years.
'.
Will Moore Beale:. and Mrs. Beale.
-Rates are modest—in fact the lowest rate per 100
Calloway county people are buying better cars, better
in Memphis over the week end.
subscribers of any Weekly newspaper in Kentucky. A
clothing, building new homes, modernizing old resiMiss Lula Clayton Beale visited For Highest Market Prices
newspaper that's cleanly printed 'and cleanly edited.
dences, purchasing furniture—in short, they are rapidBring Your
Miss Mary Pant Spellings. LexAnd advertising service? . . . just phone 55. We'd
Deof
hold
the
from
loose
ington. Tenn., over the week end:!), shaking themselves
CHICKENS AND EGGS
rather show you than tell you.
Mr. and Mrs. Wells Purdom had
We solicit your car repair and servicing business
pression.
'as their guests Sunday Mr. and
at OUR NEW LOCATION on WEST MAPLE
4- Highest Market Price for
Mrs Kelly Dick of Paris. T•rin.
STREET..
Miss Mildred Graves. who travels
WOOL
S.
for the American Book Co.. spent
Jo
a few -days last week • with her
H.
parents, Dr.. and Mrs. W
THE BEST OK SERVICE PROMPTLY GIVEN
Graves.
•
Mr. and Mrs Nat Ryon.' Jr.. and WEST HIGHW A V-Just west of
•
children spent Saturday in Nash- Murray. at West End Filling Station
•
,••

I.

For Your Land's
Sake
SOW -LESPEDEZA!

•

HERE!

e

\

At the Price of Regular Gasoline

THE GREATER GASOLINE
GET ACQUAINTED wrrH
Phillips 66

138 Taxi Co.

a

Peoples Savings Bank
Lespedeza Makes Poor Land Good, and
Good Land Better!

Let US
Increase Your
WARDROBE.

T

-.

Hundreds of Renewals awl
New Subscribers
• • • and • • •
The Greatest Business Opportunities
in Six Years!

BOONE
CLEANER

CASE IMPLEMENTS
RESULTS
FROM

•

N

Your Farm
1. Machinery

•

NOTICE!

LEWIS BEAMAN GARAGE

The Ledger 81. crimes

Car Wuhing,and Greasing

S. G. BOGGESS

Leave Your Car Repair Troubles to Us
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of Murray, on Monday, March 4.
followed, at which tasteful reOf course her children feel that which I hope to rememner always.
Mrs. Joe T. Lovett, Editor
At•12 o'clock dinner was served
i-sbestee4e,,,weer.,.tecved
gs, the theirs is the greatest loss and Deut 32:11, "As an eagle stirreth
•4
,
to' The guests.
hosts.
theirs was the dearest mother in up her nest, fluttereth ever her
Those present were:
.• • • • •
the world, but all mothers are young, spreadeth abroad her wings,
StIP
Mr. and Mrs. B. M. Taylms Mrs.
A.' A. U. W. To Meet
dear. A little nephew voiced the taketh them, beareth them on her
Lucy Burk, Mrs. Chas. Wrather,
Tuesday
•
wisdom of age
few nights ago wings, so the Lord alone did 'lead
Mrs. Susan Scott, Mrs. .John A.
The Murray branch of American when in answer to question "Why him."
Him Mrs. Calvan Wriiiher, Mrs.
Asaociation of University Women hadn't you rather live with me
This man explained that the way
W. S. Overbey, Mrs. mo. Overbey,
will hold its meeting Tuesday than at your house?," he answered, a mother eagle teeeltes
her eaglets
Mrs. Carter Clark, Mrs. F. C.
evening at 7:30 o'clock.
"'Cause, Mudder's dare.'
to fly is to scatter her nest to the
Holland, Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Copy for this page should be submitted not later than Tuesday
The -subject will be "Italy" and
Mother being there makes all winds and let her babes fall down.
Overbey, Mrs. Bradley Overbey
the following topics Will be dis- our homes, regardelss of poverty down the cliff.
afternoon each week.'
But she flutters
and son, Miss Ruth Overbey, Frank
cussed:
or other- conditions, just a little over them as they
hurtle downAlbert Overbey. Mrs. Boyce TayDelta Department Meets
were gratefully received.
"Education of Youth of Italy", more dear than any other place. ward and spreads her
wings out
lor and
children, Gwendolwn,
At MI= Wear's
Those present were:
Mrs. Mary McCoy Hall.
But our fathers are dear too, between them and jutting rocks
Mrs. Dennis Sanders, Mrs. Geo. Margueritte and Thomas.
"Ten Years of Italian Progress", and so are 'brothers, sisters and which they might
strike, and never
Misses
Evelyn Liiint
Oneida Marine. Mrs. Bessie Marine, Mrs.
All expressed themselves as havMiss Nadine Overall.
many others, and it's sad that we suffers them to be injured.
Wear and Mrs. Graves Sledd en- J. H. Woods, Mrs. Win. Dulaney, ing a nice time.
-often withhold the flowers We
I
thought that verse was so aptertained the members of the Del- Mrs. George Stone, Mrs. R. W.
have for them 'till they
have plicable _in times when man feels
ta Department Tuesday evening at
Shelton.
%'erdean Bogard
crossed
the
unknown
sea.
that his home has been scattered
the home of Miss Wear. During
Honored
Earthly partings are heart-rend- from beneath him, when
Mrs. L. R. Sanders, Mrs. Vernon
the business session Mrs. 0. K.
he feels
ing, and it seems that no amisunt himself falling from
Johnson, Mrs. Durwood Potts, Mrs.
the cliffs 9f
Bennett, Mrs. John Whitnell and
These's not much news to rcThirteen little girl friends helped
Riley, Mrs. A. L. BillingCarlin
preparedness
Can
assuage
such
security, happiness and
Mrs. A. D..Butterworth were -voted
peace,
.port, but I am trying to --get it .4
Verdean Bogard
celebrate her
grief, but a few days ago while when . the
ton, Mrs. W. T. James, Airs. Carlis
rocks
of _ disaster,
in'as new members.
'
thirteenth birthday, on Saturday
in Urge fais week--Mg _letters' I was-ail -Mote
Pierce.
mild
pandering
over tragedy and- peril seem to be his
The following program was enlook so extremely "goofy" esafternoon-from two to four.
the heartaches, trio .- and tribula- doom, to suddenly remember
Mrs. Lavern Graham, Mrs. L. E.
that
jqyed.
pecially when two weeks old like
After playing different games,
tions
humanity
experiences, I no matter how sudden or steep
Lockhart. Mrs. Lowell Palmer, Mrs. the children were called to the
my last one.
Subject.: House and Garden.
turned
on
the
radio 'and heard a the decline, God with outspread
James Parker, Mrs. Toy Lassiter, dining room where the table was
Roll Call: Garden Hints.
Ramond Kirks Is in Arkansas at
verse quoted and explained' which wings is following,
following after.
New Settings for Modern Liv- Miss Muteen Lockhart, Mrs: Ray- set with a delicious lunch, the
present travelling for Dr. Legear.
I
had never heard before, but
mond Palmer.
-The Chatterbox
ing, Mrs. H. C. Corn.
Miss Geneva Spiceland is etchief attraction being the cake
Mrs. U. Fulton, Mrs. Tom Swift, with its thirteen candles.
tending school in Clarksville
The Garden Picture-Mrs. F. E.
Mrs. Holman Jones, Mrs. 0. L
Mr. Barber Edwards has finishCrawford.
Mrs.
Coy
Furless,
Mrs.
Al
Cain,
ed his second singing school at
Delights of Dieting and DiningBridge Club Meets
Stone.
Mrs.
Fred
Chester,
Miss Ruth Sexton.
Tharpe.
Guess
the .Methodist
Mrs. Emma Hawks, Mrs. M. E.
Again on the trail of a battling murder mystery, Edna Mae Oliver church there will now try to outMrs, B. F. Schertrius was at
At the conclusion of the program
and
James
Hildegarde
Gleason.
as
Oscar
Withers
Piper,
Mrs.
and
respectiveHarrell.
Parker
Beach,
Mrs,
home Monday afternoon to the
a lovely shower was presented
rival the Baptists at Rushing's
ly, solve a crime that has turned Catalina Island _topsy-turvy
la
Mari
Mrs. Ogle __Greens iikikkk1ier---1116034441— et the
_Mrs.- Harry -Broach.
have receiti Ty
The
aug -thrill detecffv
-i-Jeam is seen in RKO-Radio's "MURDER ON A
Norsworthy,
Mrs.
Bridge Club.
Members playing HONEYMOON," at the Capitol Today and Friday. The supporting cast a singing school'.
were presented in a very clever field, Mrs. Lee
Invites You to Inspect Another Shipment of
Were: Mrs. Max Carman, Mrs. W. includes Lola Lane, Dorothy Libaire, Chick Chandler, Spencer Charters,
I visited' Kentucky again last
manner by Sonny Churchill. A Sans Bagwell, Mrs. Ben Cain.
and
Sieep'n'Eat
many
players.
other
popular
Those sending gifts were:
J. Caplinger, Mrs. Carlisle Cutchweek. Dropped in at Mr. and
salad course was served to the
• Mrs. lbry Palmer, Mrs. Ruff in, Mrs. B. 0. Langston, Mrs. WalMrs. Burman Parker's new home
twenty-six members prestrit.
New
call
Deal."
was
"The
Roll
Waters
Missionary Society of the near the hospital a while SaturMeCalion, Mrs. R. B. Marine, Mrs. ter Blackburn, and Mrs. Scherf•••••
Charlie Elliott. Mrs. Lowell Ed- fius. Guests were Mrs. Leslie answered by members and visitors First Methodist church met in the day. -Miss Marjorie Barton To Be
with
prominent'Spothe
names
of
home of Mrs. Jack Beale, Tuesmonds, Mrs. DiCie West, Mrs. Putnam and Mrs. Rollins.
Mr.- and Mrs. Goy Lovins spent
Presented in Recital
Mica! leaders.
day, March 5, at two thirty p. m. Saturday night with
Homer Chester.
Mr. and Mrs.
In all the New Spring Weaves.
Elizabeth
Miss
Mary
Roberts
,Mrs. Leslie Putnam, vice-chair- Clifford :Smith. Annie
Miss Marjorie Barton. pianiste,
Mrs. Olen Story, Mrs. Sam Bow- Wadlington•Burks Marriage
and Moella
two
piano
played
solos, "The man, presided over the following
of the Murray College faculty. land, Mrs. R. A. Jones, Mrs. Nancy
New Fletcked Tweeds.
treated
themselves to a joint birthAnnounced
Dance of the Frost Elves," by program:
wilt be -presented in recital Wed- Harrell, Mrs. Jim Washer, Mrs.
day dinner Sunday.
Opening Song, "Come Thou All
nesday evening. March 13, in the Felix Worley.
Mr. and Mrs: H. G. Wadlington Grieg, and "The Flatterer", by
'New Log Cabin Weaves,
Was sorry to hear that one of
Mighty King."
college auditorium at 8:15 o'clock.
Mrs. George Carnell. Mrs. Euin of Honkinaville haVe announced Charmanade.
my old teachers. S. L. Evans. had
At the Close of the program an
New Pin Checks and Fine Flannel
Devotional-Mrs. Bell.
The recital is one of -a series by• Douglass, Mrs. Montie McC.aliaton. the marriage of their daughter.
died. The lessons he has taught
Scripture Reading, Hebrews 11: will live on though. I well remembers of the college music Mrs. Paul Paschall, Mrs. Oscar Miss Marion Wadlington, to Mr. ice course was served by the host,
Weaves,
faculty. Miss Barton, a talented Jones, Mrs. Tom Chester.
Yancey Burks of Horse Cave, Ky. assisted by Mrs. Dulaney and Mrs. 34-40.
member a verse he had us learn
Charles Harris -gave two musical long ago:
artist, has many admirers in MurMrs. Terry Cochran, Mrs. Roy The ceremony- was solemnized on Beale. Visitors. were Mrs J. T.
ray who are always delighted at Jones. Mrs. J. V. Starks, Mrs. W. Sunday. February 24, in Jefferson- Parker, Mrs. Jim Dulaney. Mrs. H. numbers.
"The boast of heraldry,
an opportunity to hear her.
Topic, "Heroes of Faith", given The pomp of powers_
A. Wrather. Mrs. Lloyd Carson.
ville, Ind., and came as. a surprise B. Bailey, Mrs. Hugh McElrath,
•••
' • se•••• •.
Mrs.
Penn
Roberts,
Mrs.
Carl
tiY
Mrs:
Dulaney,
Mrs.
,Waters,
to their many friends.
And all that beauty, all that life
Honored With Shower
Mrs. Rudy Greenfield
The young couple will make Brown, Mrs. J. W. Dulaney, Mrs. Mrs. Bedwell And Mrs. Gatlin.
e'er gave.
J.
H.
Lassiter,
Miss.
Mary
Baurwith touches of shirring, tucking, pleatSong,
"Faith
of Our Fathers." Await alike the inevitable hour.
Given Shower
their home in Horse Cave where
Mns: Sam Bagwell was given a
land,
and
Miss
Anna
Gipson
Music
by
Mary
Elizabeth Rogers. The paths 'of glory lead but to
Mr. Burks is associated with his
ing and frills.
•• • • •
miscellaneous shower on Thursday.
Friends and neiglibors surprised father
Motto-"Be ye doers of the Word
in the tobacco business.
the grave." •
with a
February 28, at the home Of -Mrs Mrs. Rudy Greenfield
Arts
And
Craft
Club
To
and not hearers only."
Mrs. Burks resided in Murray
Misses BlaMe Ahart and 'serene
Ben Cain. Many of. her friends shower Saturday after,noon, March
Meet March 13
Mrs. E. B. Houston was elected Spiceland came ,home from Muruntil a few years ago when she
and relatives were present, includ- 2. She received many snice gifts.
delegate and Mrs. C. A. Bishop ray with Lloyd Spiceland last
moved with her parents to HopOff the face models,
The Arts and Crafts Club will
ing her grandmother.
Those present were:
alternate to the annual conference week end.
kinsville. Many firends here join meet
sailors, berets, wide
Wednesday. March 13, in the which will meet in
Many beautiful and useful gifts
Mrs. Jim Linn, Mrs. Irvan Linn, 'others in
Paducah in
wishing them much hap- home of Mrs_
I
hope
my little grandmother
Bryan Langston $ April.
Mrs. /Virgil Walston. Mrs. Keys piness.
_brims and turbans.
who has been ill is better at this
2:11)__PelL
-Mrs. Curt Graham, Mrs.-•
An excellent meeting was held writing.
•••••
Tholes Graham, Mrs., Ryan Gra- Woman's
with 40 present.
Club Meeting
St. Patrick's Party
ham. Mrs. Houston Miller, Mrs.
We attended the funeral of Mrs.
Enjoyed At College
Wetter Blakely. Mrs. Orval Whit- 'The regular business meeting of
Missionary Society Of First
Annie Mae Thurman whose death
low, Miss Nadine Grshani, Miss the Murray Woman's Club will be
USE OUR LAY AWAY PLAN
The true Irish spirit dominated
Christian Church Meets'
came as a shock to all who knew
Ruberie Graham:. Ann Miller. Jo held Thursday aiterimon. March
the St. Patrick's party and dance
her.
The Missionary Society of the
Apply Va-tro-nol Ann Greenfield, and Mrs. Rudy 14, at 3 o'clock at the_ home of sponsored by the language departThe host of - friends who mournGreenfield.
Mrs. C. H. Bradley.
...just a few drops.
Ment of Murray State College First Christian Church held its 013 her departure and the beautiThose sending gifts were:
- • •
•
meeting
monthly
last
Tuesday
at
Friday evening, March 1, in the
ful flowers contributed were proofs
Va-tro•nol peneWita. Ropert Hendricks, Mrs. Gui Miss Galin Entertain.: ..
.spacieus lobby of the men's dornlii- the home of Mrs. B. G. Humph- of how highly she and her family
MRS. SAM ROBINSON, Manager
trates deep into Smith, Mrs. Joha Graham, Mrs.
phreys,
Ws.
H.
B.
One hundred and SiXtr, re", Mrs'
'Wry.
ere esteemed.
Miss Eleanor Oury Gatlin enterthe nasal passages, Bob TAylor, Mrs. Noble Hopkins,
Bailey and Hum
Mrs. Gatlin CloPion
persons attended.
eight
(
reduces swollen Mrs. Will Jones, Mrs. Harley Bo- tained a few friends at home Sat- -Decorations
'•
•
were green
and were hosts.'membranes, clears len, Miss Grace Jones, Mrs. Horn- urday afternoon in honor ot her 'white -crepe paper -carrying out , The .seiciety observes! Visitatiuil
Scruggs
Miss
of
Elroy
Paris.
Guerin
guest,
Byers
er,
Of
Rex
Airs.
and
Month
with
guest
speakers
from
away clogging muthe shamrock motif. Lee CanBride and dancing were enjoyed,
Detroit.
non and his orchestra provided the Mayfield. The program was as
cus, brings welcome
Every one present lett-expressing after which refreshments were
follows:
music.
relief.
served.
an enjoyable' afternoon.
...
Devotional-Mrs. W. S. Swann,
The
'following
program
was
pre• • • 4 •
ThIsse present were:
Two generous sizes
Prayer-Rev. E. B. Motley.
sented during the evening:
Sue
Mrs.
Boyce
Miss
Taylor
Purdom.
Mass
Mary
A- - Map Vatic -en Japan-Ate
...300 and 500.
.- Irish Clog-2--Misses Ruby K. Lip114rx?re Windsor. Miss Mary FranEntertains
ford, Daytha Dale. Helen Western. 'Johnson. Mayfield.
. USED IN TIME
ces Johnson, Miss Sye Miller, Miss
Song-"! Love to Tell the'
Mrs, Boyce Taylor entertained Lucile Motley. Miss Dot Currier, and Christine Johnson; Reading-HELPS PREVENT MANY COLDS
Beadles; Duct, a‘'Peggy Story."
with a quilting at her home North Miss Elroy Scruggs, and Miss Carolyn
Talk-Telling Our _Story-Mrs.
O'Neill"-Dia . Edwards
and
Elearsee_ Gatlin. ,
Robertson. aitaarAeld.
• •
These talks were very inspiraMiss Beatrice'Frye, head of the
-Tau
Sorority Meets
Sigma
language department, and Miss tional, and were enjoyed by all..Miss Isabell Waldrop entertained Maryleona Bishop, language in- The society feels that much good
Wes accomplished by these guest
the members of Sigma Tau Sor- structor( acted as chaperones.
• • • • ••• _
speakers and hopes to have others
ority at bridge Saturday afternoon.
NOW ON DISPLAY AT OUR
High score prize was won by Miss Alice Waters Missionary Society in the future. Mrs. Hester, Mayfield, and Mrs. Bonnie Houston,
Meets
Kathleen Robertson.
_
,. FRIGIDAIRE SPRING PARADE
Murray,
were
also
visitors.
The host served a plate lunch.
A general rneeting of the Alice
After the program a social. hour
Those playing were:

Polly Ann and
Shirley Lee
WASH
DR..SSES
98c and .$1.69

• When Your Hrd
Feels'Stuffy

•

I, and

SPRING HATS

$1.00, $1.98,
$2.98, ;4.98

DAVIS DRESS SHOPPE

1

Arrigidaire'35

WITH THE &IOUS SUPER FREEZER

PURINA

rid

We extend a cordial invitation to you and
your friends to attend the Frigidaire Spring
Parade and see the beautiful new Frigidaires.
Each of the 16 snow-white models has the
new Super Freezer, affording greater convenience and economy and setting new standards for efficient household refrigeration.
The Super Freezer'makes possible a Complete Refrigeration Service. It provides the
right kinds of cold for every purpose—all
in the same cabinet. There's fast freezing
for making ice cubes and desserts; frozen
storage for meats and ice cream; extra cold
storage for keeping a reserve supply of ice
cubes; moist storage for vegetables and
fruits; and normal storage below 50° for
foods requiring dry, frosty cold.
Besides the Super Freezer, the new Frigidaire '35 has the Cold Control, automatic reset
defrosting switch that turns the current on
when defrosting is completed, automatic ice

Miss Reba Mae Hale, Miss Mary
Martbh Overby. Miss Isabell Gilbert: Miss Murelle Hartsfield, Miss
Dorothy Jane Veal, Miss Katti----leen Bobertsorr.- - Miss MargaretOverby, and Miss Isabell Waldrop.

STARTENA

Mrs. McElrath Entertains
Magazine Club
The Magazine Club held its
February meeting with Mrs. W. W.
McElrath on Thursday, the 28th.
The program opened with piano
solos "Bourree." by Bach. and.
"Valse-Chromatique," •hy Godard,
played by John Travis Brown,
nephew of the host.
'Prof. Forrest' C. Pogue Jr., of
the college faculty.-- gave a very
splendid and enlightening talk on

on stipatiOn

cgiation list
ni —have
11 have de-

If copstipation causes you Gas
Indigestion, Headaches, Bac
Bleep, Pimply Skin, get quick
relief with ADLERrKA. Thorou h action, yet gentle, safe.

ou that the
'ounty SubEverybody

We had 85
r 4, we had
their. paper

•

paper that
circulation.
eyed by its

ate per 100
mtucky. A
Lilly edited.
55. We'd

tray release, and the interior of each is finished in porcelain-on-steel.
Come into our showroom at your first opportunity. See the Frigidaire Spring Parade!
Then learn how easily you can have a Frigidaire of your own.

ADLERIK
S

Dale, ubblefield
o,
ug sts.
--in Hazel by Turnbow Drug Co.

E

VERY

100-pound bag of Purina Starten gives

you 50 sturdy six-weeks-old chicks. Records on
more than 900,000 chicks fed on Purina,Startena
show that at 6 weeks thelight breeds averaged 17.4

ounces and the heavy breeds 19.2 ounces.
Results like these have caused ptartena to
known as America's best feed for chicks. That'swhy there's a big swing to Startena from coast to
coast. Feed Startena this year and get the kind of
chicks you want at six weeks.

TRAVEL BY BUS!

give dlu‘ncired

Convenient Schedule
BUSSES LEAVE MURRAY
Paducah: 8 A. M.. 11 A. M.: 5 P. M.
Hopkinsville: 7:6.5 A. M.: 2 P. M.,
1:30 P. M.
Dawson Springs: 1:4,5 A. M.: 2 P. M.
Mayfield: 6 A. M.. 11 A. M- SP,Ml
Paris: 7:45 A. M.: t P. M.
ALL BUSSES CROSS COLLEGE
CAMPUS

You'll wear Me Dobbs FlrA HUNDRED tvitt,
amenity clothes.and town taillestri—for motorin::
and/or luncheon—al:4'always smartly! The delati---on the crown is becoming and very new. In suppld
furfelt. Carefully fitted headsizes.
$7.50

_Terminal AL SaLTIL...and.-

DEPOT STREET-

THE BROOKS SHOPtir.

C. RAY LINES
ME

Murray, Ky.

Shemilied Series

-

Sayer -Tina Frighleire

—

Ms*r &vies ftleielein

We Invite Yo't to See Them at-Our ShoWroom

Connections to St. Louis, Chicago"
Detroit, and Everywhere.

J. W. CLOPTON & CO.
.111111111811111.1
111111110111411.111111111.111%.111.11.11.111.111%
21,11 NM 18

IT'S THE DOBBS

MAYPIELD, K's'.
WEST BROADWAY

phone 450

I JACK
'Listento
PEARL-'
a, new shisw with

"R
eeldy
ch,estra

Rich's orevery .Wednesday et 14)700 P. M
over station WHAS.

JohnsonlFaid Music Co.
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•Reminiscene of
Company "C"

- CAPITOL

Editc.r Ledger -...
- Were _and rumors of war and
soldiers. khaki clad, with guns and
bayonets fixed tramping the streets
of Calloway's capital recalls to
13) Casner Carlisle
'Union. Mississippi State, Sewanee,
the minds of the few remauung
Murray State Coilele was the Howard, Birmingham - Southern.
-Johnny Rabs- another time about only teachers college represented Southwestern.
Tennessee. Vander'
58 years ago when the scourge of in the TVA's collear boy educa- bill., Murray
State, and others. The
war swept over (air country and -a tional program during the past' quota from each
school was based
call was made for the boys to go summer.
on enrollment. Thirty-five were
out in defense of our sunny southEarly in June the Authority sent to Wheeler Dam in the Muscle
land.
Issued a call for 100 college boys Shoals District, while
the reAs te-mapo be interesting not only froth Auburn, Alabama. T. P. L maining 85 were sent
to the Norto the older people but also to Carson-Newman, Afillsaps, Mis- ris Dam near
Knoxville. ' These
the younger generation I have souri School of Mines. Ole Miss, college boys did a
little of every
decided to give Some recollections
kind of work that a common
of those days.
rence.
laborers does around a dam.
Responding to our country's call
Company 'C, with three other
They were a great cosmopolitan
Company C was formed composed Kentucky companies. A. B.
and D, group of boys. One was so good
of the flower of the youna man- and Company E of "Tennessee
com- in mathematics that he was callhood of the west side Of our coun- manded by Capt. Coroner com- ed "Einstein". One was
the son
ty in fact, a very large part of it posed what was known as
_King's of a former Polish nobleman by
came from what .±s, now the Swann Battalion. .commanded by Major the name of Petruska from Brood
precincts of this county.
Noah
Clay King. This battalion was la Batte. Ala., a little fishing vilSwann was the captain. Frank made a part of the mounted
in- lage on the 'Gulf,' Another was
Wilkerson, first Ifeutenant; Arch fantry about the first of
January. the son of the cashier of what
McPherson,
second
lieutenant; 1882. When the army retired from was formerly Alahama's largest•
Jasper
Jones, third ...lieutenant; Kentucky into Tennessee King's bank—before it crashed.
Many
John W. Ellis, orderly sergeant. I Battalion participated in the
fight were from the hillp and gullies of
recall the following names of men at Paris, Tenn.. About this time the Tennessee basin. There were
who belonged to the company: King's Battalion was .made a part two members of Southwestern's
Levi Wince. Will Decardiver. Rob of the First Confederate Cavalry football squad of this year: Jones
Morton, Holmes Fuller, Elie Brad- Regiment. under Col. Torn Clai- and McElder; one member of Vanley, Sam Story. Fate Dick. Sam born, who didn't suit, us very derbilt's, Uffleman; one from TenPaschall. Harmon' Story. Bill Story., well, so -he was soon removed and nessee's squad, Geeter: one memBlythe._ Logan Narwr Wes. was_..oeceede,1 in coreen.tict hy
bet_OLT-._ P. EL. Thirkettalter; one
Story, Sam Rogers, Green Rogers, Lay.
member
of
Birmingham-StauthBen Enoch. Marion Enoch, Sam
When Gen. Bragg led his array ern's undefeated team, Clernm; and
Taylor. Wes Phillips, Jim Phillips. out of Mississippi
into Kentucky a player from Union, Sharpe.
John Farmer, Jim Farmer. John the First
At Wheeler, these young men
Conferedate Cavalry
Ellis, •Sara Elks, John Kelly, Jqe Regiment was
attached
to his learned that Muscle Shoals was
Kemp. Aug Kelly, John Osborn. army, serving
under him and the named by the Indians because it
Had* Robertson, John-Gunter, Bill other generals
who succeeded him took -heap big muscle' to paddle
Adams, Nuck Adams, Roane Kemp. In command
of the Middle Ten- over the treacherous shoals. It is
Wylie Rogers, Jim Denham, Make nessee army.
taking an active part often supposed that .Muscle Shoals
Clark. Hardy Myers, Hiram Law- in many
hard fought battles and was named for the mussels that
rence. Torn Myers. Andrew Berry, campaigns.
abound there but this belief is not
Granville Lewis, Elie Lewis, Green
true. Muscle Shoals is a shallow
In September, 1884, Use reranMyers. John Myers, Nance Butterportion of the Tennessee River in
knits of Companies A, la, C. and D
worth. Frank Mile. John Cook,
Northern Alabama over 106 - miles
were
detached
from
the
middle long with countless
Ned Cook. Tom Broach, Enoch
thousands of
Tennessee army and ordered to reArnold. Jim Kelso. Ira Broach.
islands, or, shoals, formed
by
port for duty to Gen. Forest wlui
Isaac Kelso. John Armstrong. J.
brush lodging on:protruding rocks.
T. Hay. John Lassiter, John Cham- was then operating in West Ken- The river is about a mile wide but
tucky
and
Tennessee. serving is only
bers, Calvin Jones. Jack Jones.
a few feet deep' with a
•Newt Japes, .Elic Miller._ lieubin under the dashing cavalry leader solid rock bottom. _ , ,
_
the- elose of the war. If my
waldrop. Geo.' Simmons. Sam until
The boys learned that Wheeler
memory serves me right, out of
Smiley, Bill Cress, Bob Haines,
Darn was named for the -famous
Jirp.Ctess. John Stone. Tom How- the original number,- between 75 Confederate general. Gen. Joe
and 80 composing Company C at
aal. Jim Oliver, lye Hendricks,
Wheeler. His son still lives on a
the beginning of the war, there
Azier. Sherfield and Geo. Lawbig cotton plantation nearby and
remained only seven who served
'fs-a very eccentric old gentleman
all through to the close, as folstill blossoming with the glory of
lows: John Kelly, Arch McPherthe. old South. He taught matheson.
Jas
C.
Denham
and
Make
MAKE THIS ZSe TEST
matics at West Point for years
Cos Juniper 011. Hoehn les•el. etc. is Clark were paroled. I th,nk either
but is now retired.
Cosh out access acids sad waste natter. in Alabama or South Carolina, and
They were shown various phases
Get rid of bladder irritatioa Gust causes Marion Enoch. Enoch Arnold and
of the progressive, dynamic prowaking 10* froteont desire. scalar flow. myself were captured and
pa- gram that may bring more
happiburning and backache. Get Judger •12. roled at Columbus.
Miss.
ness and more real American libSocha Mimes, ate- M
Armee tablets
I have in a very brief way fol- erty than
the
world
has ever
soiled Bullets. tlie bladder laxative la
tsar days if sot pleased go beck and get lowed the fortunes of Company C known. Each Friday in assembly
your lie. Got roar male& gem flai thorugh . the Civil, war as I remembered it, and I would be glad
tele 'full a par.
to hear from others who can acid
Dale, Stubblefield & Co
anything to the above history 1141
especially -from the other companies named, as to their ,asgignments and where they were at the
Trusting that these
,reminiscences of war times of more than
half century past may be interesting to at least some of your
readers.
, and with kind regards to
remain
all.
Respectfully.
BEN F. ENOCH.
NORTH ,F014RTH STREET
Member Co. C.
This •Company was Co. "C" 1st
Ky., Calverymen_

TODAY and FRIDAY
•••

I

His Massive mind erupted
with a small idea!

i

But the lows
schoolmarm
Proved detective
Piper's br•iiss
were as good as
new, when she
solved this
bidding

they listened to the heads of the
Murray Is Only Teachers College
construction and engineering departments who explained certain
Represented in TVA Program; Iiitipste40-11t4log.
,4 7•-dtr'_ -arwettsd
questions.
These
engineers are
100 Institutions Send Students foremost
in their field in this

crime!

with

EDNA MAY OLIVER • JAMES GliASON
SATURIJAY ONLY
RETURN ENGAGEMENT

See It Again!

R OM ANCE hOped
along by a mellow
match maker with
a hard head and
a soft heart.

1t

country having constructed dams
both in this country and South
America.
The boys were sent back to college in September.
They will
know early next spring if they, or
others. will. get . work with the
TVA next summer.

CAMP MURRAY
CHATTERS
By Was. IL blextin. Jr.
Lieut. Blemker, camp surgeon,
Is confined to his quarters on account of illness.
Attendance at morning worship
was back to normal again this
week us Camp Murray settled
dewn to routine after the holiday
and week-end. The acquisition of
a piano by the- company has
proved beneficial to these services.
Rev. Dr. 0. A. Marrs, of the First
Methodist Church, was with us
again substituting for Dr. Skinner
who was forced to c.a.-.cel his appointment' on acccunt of illness.
I.
Burroughs, representing the
Tennessee Valley Authority, was

an official.guest of the post recently. Mr. Burrough, whose regular station is Knoxville. Tenn.,
Iserg•-gathering jak`rhus4.023
corovo”. (r.g-t sub-marginal land in
Calloway couhty.
Captain Fletcher, Chaplain Jones
and Mr Walsh, headquarters clerk,
were vsitors at the camp receptly.
Enrollee Eugene Holloman was
recently admitted to the KeysHouston Clinic for treatment of
the measles. Enrollees Dillie Sandefur. Homer Dyer, Robert Hall
and Willie Salyers were recently
discharged from that institution.
The reserve officers' troop school
met at Camp Murray Tuesday evening. Lieut. P. W. Ordway, Infantry, was the instructor in defensive tactics.
Company 1517's basket ball team
resumed practice this week for
the aiming tilt with Camp Benton
Saturday afternoon on the latter's
home court. The 'game with Columbus last week-end was postponed on account of slight epidemic of measles at that camp.
demonstration poultry flock
in Monroe county made a net
profit of $17.50, and another a
gaih of $93.
Vernon Toole, an Owen county
4-H club member, sold 848 pounds
of tobacco for $139 and. won $7
In prizes.
A

ROGERS
DAVID HARUM
' In

with

LOUISE DRESSER
KENT TAYLOR

EVELYN VENABLE
STEPIN PETCHIT

GOOD NEWS!5 More Days to Get
3 PHOTOS for 10c
Each Saturday and
4th Monday During
March

Made to Order
ALL WOOL

SUNDAY and MONDAY
NOW THEY'RE DAME-CRAZY!
Watch these• two cockeyed
Casanovas try to make ci
sucker.out of Cupid! They're
the screen's new
laff twins

the Martel..W ..•ard
Trionimiat
.
1,1S1.13131111d.

Ishii* is bs••.•,,••
add ea
41041•111010
Main
—tor those
ft,
551.
DICILS- •
MISPILTSIA.
CASSIN.CON.
STITATION, SAD IISIZATH,
SLZZZZZSSTIgii_bn
ACHIS, DUI TO IZU ACM.
A•k law •Imo cqpy al Wilbores NIIIII•pe. 'i.e
a.1‘ AcalKtriaccl Wallard Dewjers.

IIIPIRIATION

Dale, Stubblefield & Co.

Kroger Piggly Wiggly Stores
The Complete Food Market
Paststbuorry

Flour,oi,LT:Krifty 83
Avondale

•

Country

Lyon's

2C4115.
SACK--•

SI-Lb.
•
Sack

•

09

24-Lb. Sk

Navy Beans HaCntiio..ceked101bs 37c

-r,

LOVE STUDIO

Chest colds

Printed in the Murray Ledger
Don't let them get • strangle bold.
Fight them quickly. Creomulsion cora17 years ago. Mrs L. Jones. Lynn
bines7 helps in one. Powerful but harmGrove. was a daughter of Mr.
less. Pleasant to take. No narcotics. Your
Enoch. a prominent West side
. own druggist is authorzed to refund your
farmer, who died about 8 years
money on the spot if your cough or cold
ago.—Editor.
is not relieved by Creomulsion. (adv.)

SALMON 2Fa.rayil Pciannk21c Chum s2alTmarCans 19c

COFFEE

3

Maxwell
Houseor
C. Club •
0
Pound

Pound
Fred*

Potatoes 1"
Baglb. 97
- C 15 lb. Peck15c
Calif.
20°-216
Oran
ges
29c
Navel
Size
Dozen

Grapefruit Size 4for

Wesco SODA CRACKERS
17c
2-pound box
Heinz KETCHUP,
2 8-oz. bottles

BEST MAN
WINS'

SUIT

Belo Lugosi
Florence Rice

r
Pt_ 18.75

EXTRA!

One full reel of a day .n
the tive:i of the

Dionne
Quintuplet&
•

Gen. Elec. LIGHT GLOBES,
30 or 60 Watt, each . 10c

or TOPCOAT

with

A

New
Spring Suit

Y-

- fro. got story by See G. r0,,
Directed by Erie Kenton

Full Suit $21.75

A COLUMBIA PICTURE
—AND-

Pants $7.00

7t4/
*
42644141

Not new In time perhaps but
new in appearance and freshness
once it has passed through the
experienced hands of this better dry cleaning service,

LAUREL and HARDY,in "LIVE GHOSTS"
- -a

TUesday-Wednesday
Clark Gable
constance Bennettin— .
'AFTER bFFICE.
HOURS-

23c

Del Maiz NIBLET CORN,
25c
2 12-oz. cans

Two-Piece

Thursday-Friday

burpervice is' thorough, complete

CAPTAIN
HURRICANE'
L-awith-=
,
. _
Helerk Mark
James Barton'

Satisfaction Guaranteed
BY

J. E. LITTLETON
.&-COMPANY
HAZEL, KY.

and prompt.
Call au( for yout spring cleaning needs." Thoroughly experienied.
•

CHEWING GUM
CANDY BARS—
All popular brands,3 for 10c

Club Roll Butter
SWIFT'S
RADIO

5c

Crystal White or P.& G..
NAPTHA SOAP,
'10 bars
25c
CRISCO, 1-pound can . . 20c
Avondale CIDER-VINEGAR,
Quart bottle
10c
AUNT JEMIMA
Pancake Flour, pkg.
10c
Buckwheat Flour, pkg. 12c
Jolly Time POP CORN,
10-oz. can
10c
TWINKLE DESSERT
Assorted flavors,6 pkgs 25c

C. Club PEARS-APRICOTS,
23c
2 No. 1 Tall Cans

-the

3
jelwbe
s.1,515
bc
.•

Head Lettuce 5 115oazrgesize Head 5c

Texas
Seedless

H0
j4C4
0

.23

••1111.

••••

•-•••••

Yew mu druggist is artier.
Wired to cittortelly rattled yaw
MINI Oa the spot if yes are
sot rebored by Cressoulluier

STOP GETTING OP NIGITI1

p4

.47AT

Not Everybody flj.
Calloway countv sub.
scribes to the Ledger
& Times but nearly
everybody reads it!

BACON

lb. 35c
lb•

23c

Wondtr-Nut Oleo 2 lbs. 29c

SUPERIOR CLEANERS
TELEPHONE 44
Thomas Redden

Thomas Banks

•

•••

••••••••--.•••••••••

•*••••••••

•••••••••••••••*-
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